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AGENDA
I.

Agenda

II.

Public Forum- Time Certain 6:35 p.m.

Public Forum for items not on the agenda. See pg. 2 of the Agenda Packet for details on how to participate in

the public forum for this meeting.

III.

IV.

V.

Proposed CDO Amendment: Daycare & Preschool in RCO Districts

The Planning Commission will discuss a proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Development Ordinance
related to daycares and preschools within the RCO zoning districts. Information related to this item is included
in the agenda packet on page 3.
Staff Recommendation: Approve the municipal bylaw amendment report and warn the amendment for
public hearing.

Proposed CDO Amendment: Temporary Tents

The Planning Commission will discuss a proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Development Ordinance
related to applicability of zoning permits and review of temporary tents. Information related to this item is
included in the agenda packet on page 9.
Staff Recommendation: Approve the municipal bylaw amendment report and warn the amendment for
public hearing.

Commissioner Items
a.

VI.

Upcoming Meetings – likely Joint Meetings with City Council Ordinance Committee, via Zoom
i. Tuesday, September 8, 2020 at 6:30 p.m.
ii. Tuesday, September 22, 2020 at 6:30 p.m. (possible change to Sept 23)

Minutes & Communications
a. The minutes of the July 28 and August 11, 2020 meetings are enclosed in the agenda packet on page 15.
b. Communications submitted in advance of and following the August 11 meeting are enclosed in the
agenda packet on page 19.

VII.

Adjourn

The City of Burlington will not tolerate unlawful harassment or discrimination on the basis of political or religious affiliation, race, color, national origin,
place of birth, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, veteran status, disability, HIV positive status, crime victim status or
genetic information. The City is also committed to providing proper access to services, facilities, and employment opportunities. For accessibility
information or alternative formats, please contact Human Resources Department at (802) 540-2505. Written comments on items may be directed to the
Planning Commission at 149 Church Street, Burlington, VT 05401, or at mtuttle@burlingtonvt.gov

City of Burlington, VT
149 Church Street, 3rd Floor
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Guidance for Participating in a Virtual Planning Commission Meeting
As social distancing measures to preserve public health and safety continue to be required to
prevent the spread of COVID-19, or are recommended as a standard practice, the Office of City
Planning will be supporting the Planning Commission to conduct their meetings online via Zoom.
Here is information about how to join a virtual meeting, and what to expect while participating.
General Guidance for Public Participation
Please remember that in this digital meeting environment, meetings are open to the public and
anyone may be watching or listening even if you cannot see them. Meetings will be recorded, and
both the recording and chat content of the meeting will be maintained as a public record.
Please ensure your display photo and screen name are professional, such as using your first and last
name. Please test your audio and video prior to the start of a meeting, and familiarize yourself with
how to join a meeting by your chosen method. And finally, please be patient with us. Technology
doesn’t always work as planned, and we are all learning how to hold a successful virtual meeting!
How to Join a Virtual Meeting
Zoom allows participation via either computer or telephone. Each agenda for a meeting that will be
conducted virtually will include details about how to join via either of these options, including a web
address, phone number, Meeting ID, and password.
If you participate via computer, you have the option of seeing Commissioner videos and any
presentation materials that may be shared. If you use either a standard phone or cell phone to call in,
you will only hear the audio portion of the meeting. If you join via a smartphone, you may have the
option to download the Zoom app, which will enable you to see and hear the meeting.
How to Participate in a Virtual Meeting
During meetings, only Planning Commission members and limited staff members will be viewed on
video. Members of the public attending a meeting will be muted, except when invited to speak
during public forum or a public hearing. Whether members of the public can speak at other times
during the meeting is the discretion of the Chair.
If you want to speak during public forum, please take the following steps to assist us in making this
process run as smoothly as possible:




Email staff at mtuttle@burlingtonvt.gov by 5pm on the day before a meeting to indicate your
interest in speaking. You do not need to provide your comments. Staff will enable your
microphone as your name is called from a list of interested speakers.
During a meeting, you can use the “Raise Hand” feature, or indicate in a chat message that
you wish to speak during public forum. Staff will enable your microphone as your name is
called.
If you are interested in submitting your comments in writing instead of speaking during the
meeting, you may do so by 5pm the day before a meeting, they will be forwarded to the
Commissioners ahead of the meeting.

The City of Burlington will not tolerate unlawful harassment or discrimination on the basis of political or religious affiliation, race, color, national origin, place of
birth, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, veteran status, disability, HIV positive status, crime victim status or genetic
information. The City is also committed to providing proper access to services, facilities, and employment opportunities. For accessibility information or
REVISED Agenda
alternative formats, please contact the City Planning department or 711 if you are hearing or speech impaired.
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City of Burlington, VT
149 Church Street, 3rd Floor
Burlington, VT 05401
Phone: (802) 865-7144
www.burlingtonvt.gov/plan

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Burlington Planning Commission
Meagan Tuttle, Comprehensive Planner, City Planning
August 21, 2020
Proposed CDO Amendment: ZA-21-01 Day Care & Preschool in RCO Districts

Overview & Background
This amendment originates from a request made by the Winooski Valley Parks District (WVPD) on
behalf of its tenants, the Ethan Allen Museum and the Forest Preschool. The preschool has operated
at the Homestead Barn and WVPD property since 2015. Due to the critical need for childcare in the
City and state, the preschool has maintained a waiting list for enrollment. As a result of COVID-19, the
preschool is experiencing a significant increase in the demand for space in the program, as well new
standards to re-open under modified guidelines for staff and classroom space. While the WVPD has
space to expand to meet both the increased need for space at the current enrollment, as well as the
preschool’s needs under expanded enrollment, the zoning ordinance presently limits this expansion
in two ways—by limiting the gross floor area (GFA) of the facility and the enrollment to 20 children.
Presently, the CDO separately defines Small Day Care Center and Large Day Care Center and Small
Preschool and Large Preschool. The distinction between large and small facilities in both of these
cases is based on the number of children served in a facility—small is limited to 20 children, while
large is more than 20 children. A zoning amendment that predates the current 2008 CDO made the
distinction between Small and Large Daycares. An amendment to enable a small childcare to
operate in conjuction with the facilities at the WVPD property was approved in 2015. These
thresholds then informed a series of more recent amendments which established the same
distinction between Large and Small Preschools, and a series of other changes related to these uses.
The distinction between large and small facilities is relevant only within the RCO and E-AE zoning
districts. Within these districts, Small Day Cares and Small Preschools are allowed as a Conditional
Use, but only in conjunction with Small Museums and are lmited to 50% of the GFA of the museum.
However, neither Large Day Care nor Large Preschool are permitted in these districts. Within all other
zoning districts, large and small facilities of both types are treated exactly the same in terms of where
they are allowed, any applicable footnotes, and their minimum parking requirements (as proposed by
ZA-20-04, which is scheduled for public hearing before the Council).
In order to enable the preschool to respond to its underlying and COVID-19 driven needs for
expanded enrollment, the WVPD has requested an amendment to the ordinance to address these
limitations. It is staff’s recommendation that the CDO be amended to eliminate the distinction
between large and small day care and preschool facilities, as there is no material difference between
them except for within the RCO and Enterprise-Ag districts, and to remove the 50% GFA limit on their
size relative to museums within the RCO districts.

Proposed Amendment
Amendment Type
Text Amendment

Map Amendment

Text & Map Amendment

The City of Burlington will not tolerate unlawful harassment or discrimination on the basis of political or religious affiliation, race, color, national origin, place of
birth, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, veteran status, disability, HIV positive status, crime victim status or genetic
information. The City is also committed to providing proper access to services, facilities, and employment opportunities. For accessibility information or
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Purpose Statement
This amendment proposes to eliminate the distinction between small and large Day Care Centers
and small and large Preschools, and to eliminate the gross floor area limitation on these facilities
within the RCO zoning districts.

Proposed Amendments
To achieve the goals identified above, the proposed amendment affects the following sections of
the Burlington Comprehensive Development Ordinance:
1. Update Sec. 5.4.1 to reflect updated uses
 Remove references to small and large day care centers and preschools, and replace
with “Day Care Center” and “Preschool.”
2. Update Table 8.1.8-1 regarding minimum parking for updated uses
 Remove references to small and large day care centers and preschools, and replace
with “Day Care Center” and “Preschool.” Utilize minimum parking standards as
proposed by ZA-20-04, which are consistent across all uses.
3. Modify definitions in Article 13 to change uses
 Revise Small Day Care Center and Large Day Care Center to Day Care Center
 Revise Small Preschool and Large Preschool to Preschool
4. Update Appendix A- Use Table to reflect updated uses, amend Footnote 8 (attached to
this memo)
 Update the uses within Appendix A to be consistent with the above changes
 Utilize existing Small Day Care Center provision for new Day Care Center use, and
existing Small Preschool provisions for new Preschool use regarding where facilities
are permitted or conditional use.
 Amend Footnote 8 to remove the 50% GFA limit for Daycares and Preschools within
the RCO Districts relative to Small Museums

**BEGIN PROPOSED AMENDMENTS**
Changes shown (underline to be added, strike out to be deleted) are proposed changes to the
Burlington Comprehensive Development Ordinance.
Sec. 5.4.1 Small and Large Day Care Centers and Small and Large Preschools
In addition to the provisions of Art 3, Part 5 for conditional uses, and applicable site and design
review standards in Art 6, the following additional regulations shall be applicable to an
application involving a small day care center or, large day care center, small preschool, or large
preschool where such uses are treated as conditional uses pursuant to Appendix A – Use Table:
(a) No playground equipment shall be located within the front yard;
(b) [Reserved]
(c) The site plan review shall insure adequate and safe drop-off and pickup space is provided and
that traffic problems are not created;
(d) Any additions, signage, or site improvements shall be residential in character;
(e) The facility shall be licensed by the State of Vermont;
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(f) No more than one residential unit may be converted for the creation of a single small day care
center, large day care center, small preschool, or large preschool. Such a conversion shall be
exempt from the requirements of Article 9, Part 2- Housing Replacement; and,
(g) The neighborhood is not overburdened with other small day care centers, large day care
centers, small preschools, or large preschools.
Sec. 8.1.8 Minimum Parking Requirements
Parking for all uses and structures shall be provided in accordinace with Table 8.1.8-1.
(a) – (c) As written.

Table 8.1.8-1 Minimum Off-Street Parking Requirements
Neighborhood
Districts
NON-RESIDENTIAL USES

Shared Use
Districts

Downtown
Districts

Per 1,000 square feet of
gross floor area (gfa) except as noted

**All prior uses As Written**
1 plus 1 dropoff per 5
children

1 plus 1
drop-off per
5 children

2 drop-off0

Daycare - Small (20 children or less) (per
two (2) employees)

1

1

1

School – Preschool Large
(over 20 children) (per two (2) employees

1 plus 1 dropoff per 5
children

1 plus 1
drop-off per
5 children

1 plus 1 per 5
children0

School – Preschool Small
(up to 20 children) (per two (2) employees

1

1

1

Daycare - Large (Over 20 children) (per two
(2) employees)

**All following uses As Written**
Sec. 13.1.2 Definitions
All other definitions as written.
Day Care Center: (See Article 5 for specific provisions.)
(a) Family Day Care Home: For the purposes of this ordinance, family day care home shall
have the same meaning as that set forth in 24 V.S.A. sec. 4412 (5).
(b) Small Day Care Center: A state licensed daycare facility. serving no more than twenty (20)
full-time children in total.
(c) Large Day Care Center: A state-licensed facility providing day care services for more
than twenty (20) full-time children.
School: The academic space and accessory uses for the teaching of children or adults.
(a) Primary: elementary school, inclusive of grades K-8.
(b) Secondary: a high school and/or vocational center for attendance after
elementary/primary school, granting a high school diploma for levels of education
inclusive of grades 9-12.
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(c) Post-Secondary: after high school, including colleges, community colleges, universities,
or continuing education.
(d) Trade or Professional: a school that offers instruction in skilled trades.
(e) Small Preschool: a school providing educational services for children from 3 years of age
until their admission to first grade and that may include kindergarten., serving no more than
twenty (20) full-time children in total.
(f) Large Preschool: a school providing educational services to children from 3 years of age
until their admission to first grade and that may include kindergarten, for more than twenty
(20) full-time children in total.
**END PROPOSED AMENDMENTS**

Relationship to planBTV
This following discussion of conformance with the goals and policies of planBTV is prepared in
accordance with the provisions of 24 V.S.A. §4441(c).
Impact on Safe & Affordable Housing
The proposed amendment has no impact on the provision of safe and affordable housing.
Compatibility with Proposed Future Land Use & Density
The proposed amendment removes arbitrary standards limiting the size of a day care or
preschool facility in an area of the city where these uses are otherwise permitted as a
conditional use. This change is consistent with planBTV policy 14.4 which identifies the need
to “expand the number and quality of spaces available for, and funding sources to support,
child care close to where residents life and work in order to ensure that all Burlington
families have access to these services regardless of income or background.”
Planned Community Facilities
The proposed amendment has no impact on planned community facilities.

Process Overview
The following chart summarizes the current stage in the zoning amendment process, and
identifies any recommended actions:
Planning Commission Process
Draft Amendment
prepared by:
Staff, resident
request

Planning
Commission
Discussion
8/26/2020

Approve for
Public Hearing
8/26/2020

Ordinance
Committee
discussion

Ordinance
Cmte
recommends
to Council

Public Hearing

Approve &
forward to
Council
Continue
discussion

City Council Process
First Read &
Referral to
Ordinance Cmte

Approval &
Adoption
Second Read &
Public Hearing

Rejected
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Excerpt of Appendix A-Use Table for Proposed ZA-21-01
Urban
Reserve

Recreation, Conservation & Open
Space

Institutional

Downtown
Mixed Usei

Residential

Neighborhood Mixed Use
NACRC
NACRC
**

USES

UR

RCO - A

RCO - RG

RCO - C

I

RL/W

RM/W

RH

DW-PT16

NMU

NAC

RESIDENTIAL USES

UR

RCO - A1

RCO - RG

RCO - C

I

RL/W

RM/W

RH

DW-PT16

NMU

NAC

**
RESIDENTIAL SPECIAL
USES
**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

UR

RCO – A

RCO - RG

RCO - C

I

RL/W

RM/W

RH

DW-PT16

NMU

NAC

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

NON-RESIDENTIAL USES

UR21

RCO - A

RCO - RG

RCO - C

I

RL/W

RM

RH

DW-PT16

NMU

NAC

**
Daycare - Large
(Over 20 children)
(see Sec. 5.4.1)
Daycare - Small
(up to 20 children)Day Care
Center
(See Sec.5.4.1)
Daycare – Family Home

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

NACRC
**

N

N

N

N

CU

CU13

CU13

CU13

N

Y

Y

N

CU8

CU8

CU8

CU

CU13

CU13

CU13

N

Y

N
**

N
**

N
**

N
**

Y
**

Y
**

Y
**

Y
**

N
**

N

N

N

N

CU

CU13

CU13

CU13

N

CU8

CU8

CU8

CU

CU13

CU13

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**
School – Preschool Large
(over 20 children)
(see Sec. 5.4.1)
School – Preschool Small
(up to 20 children)
(see Sec. 5.4.1)
**

Enterprise

NAC-CR

E-AE

E-LM

NAC-CR

E-AE

E-LM

**

**

**

NAC-CR

E-AE

E-LM

**

**

**

NAC-CR

E-AE

E-LM

**

**

**

Y

Y

N

CU17,27

Y

Y

Y

CU

CU17,27

Y
**

Y
**

Y
**

Y
**

N
**

N
**

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

CU17,27

CU13

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

CU

CU17,27

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

NACRC
**

Footnotes (1) – (7) As Written.
8.

8. Small daycare Day Care centers and small preschools in the RCO zones shall only be allowed as part of small museums. and shall constitute less than 50%
of the gross floor area of the museum.
Footnotes (9) – (32) As Written.

_____________________________________
i For

permitted and conditional uses within the Downtown and Waterfront Form Districts, refer to Article 14.

Proposed ZA-21-01 Day Care & Preschool in RCO Districts

Legend:
Y
CU
N

Permitted Use in this district
Conditional Use in this district
Use not permitted in this district

Abbreviation Zoning District
RCO – A
RCO – RG
RCO – C
I
RL/W
RM/W
RH
DW-PT
NMU
NAC
NAC-RC
NAC-CR
E-AE
E-LM

RCO - Agriculture
RCO – Recreation/Greenspace
RCO - Conservation
Institutional
Residential Low Density, Waterfront Residential Low Density
Residential Medium Density, Waterfront Residential Medium Density
Residential High Density
Downtown Waterfront-Public Trust
Neighborhood Mixed Use
Neighborhood Activity Center
NAC – Riverside Corridor
NAC – Cambrian Rise
Enterprise – Agricultural Processing and Energy
Enterprise – Light Manufacturing
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Winooski Valley Park District
Ethan Allen Homestead
Burlington, Vermont 05408
Tel: (802) 863-5744

Date:
To:
From:
Re:

Email: info@wvpd.org

www.WVPD.org

Fax: (802) 865-0647

8/14/20
Burlington Planning Commission
Nick Warner, Executive Director Winooski Valley Park District
Proposed amendment to the Zoning Ordinance

I write on behalf of the Winooski Valley Park District (WVPD) to request that the Burlington Planning
Commission consider a change in the Zoning Ordinance. Specifically, we ask you to consider allowing large
daycares (or preschools) as a conditional use in the RCO districts, or eliminate the distinction between them.
During the review process, any concerns related to enrollment limits can be addressed by zoning staff on a
case-by-case basis – potentially using square footage requirements set by Vermont Childcare Licensing
Rules as a means for evaluating occupancy limits.
WVPD is a Regional Intermunicipal Corporation and 501c3 nonprofit with seven member towns, 19
conserved properties and over 1,750 acres under management. WVPD owns the Ethan Allen Homestead
Park which includes 297 acres of open lands, a renovated barn with the Ethan Allen Museum and Forest
Preschool as tenants, the last home of Ethan Allen (part of the museum), a caretaker residence, and WVPD’s
office/workshop/maintenance garage. The park also hosts numerous community gardens, New Farms for
New Americans plots, VNA Community room gardens, and a picnic shelter facility. In addition, a new
partnership with the Alnobaiwi (a cultural joining of the five major Vermont indigenous tribes) is creating an
Indigenous Heritage Center at the museum.
Since 2015, Forest Preschool has been operating in rooms leased from WVPD in the Ethan Allen Homestead
Barn with the entire park utilized as an open air “classroom”. As a nature-based educational provider, Forest
Preschool directly assists in carrying out WVPD’s mission. They are a State-licensed outdoor-focused
school with a maximum class size (pre-COVID) of 12 children with 2 or 3 teachers. There are two full time
teachers with Education degrees in each classroom, with four of the six staff licensed educators. Rated by
the “Step Ahead Recognition System” Forest Preschool as a 4-star program, they offer high quality child care
for families with a wide range of incomes.
As a tenant paying rent for the space, Forest Preschool provides important lease income to support WVPD’s
operations. This is especially important now during the COVID 19 crisis, when our member towns (that
provide over 80% of our revenues) are facing fiscal challenges.
Forest Preschool already had a waiting list prior to COVID-19 due to the critical need for childcare, and
since re-opening under COVID-19 guidelines, the waiting list has grown exponentially. In addition, new
guidelines require fewer people in each classroom, so they need more space just to serve the current
headcount. WVPD has additional space ready for this growth, however this would mean exceeding the 20student cap now in place.
While there are multiple reasons for expanding childcare opportunities, strictly from a regulatory standpoint
we feel that it is intuitively correct and defensible to eliminate enrollment limits from the Zoning ordinance
and utilize site-specific measures to govern occupancy limits. We would welcome the opportunity to present
this case for moving to a different system.
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City of Burlington, VT
149 Church Street, 3rd Floor
Burlington, VT 05401
Phone: (802) 865-7144
www.burlingtonvt.gov/plan

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Burlington Planning Commission
Meagan Tuttle, Comprehensive Planner, City Planning
August 21, 2020
Proposed CDO Amendment: ZA-21-02 Temporary Tents

Overview & Background
During the COVID-19 State of Emergency, since mid-March of this year, the City has established
programs such as the “Making Space” initiative to expand areas of public rights of way available for
restaurant and retail recovery to occur safely, and to adhere to social distancing requirements. This
effort has included the installation of temporary tents, awnings, tables and chairs, parklets, and other
infrastructure to create designated spaces for commercial activity. Many other programs and
establishments have moved their activities outdoors into what is considered a safer environment to
reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission. As these activities have taken place within public rights of
way, the Burlington CDO has not applied, and a streamlined process for review and approval by the
Department of Public Works has been established.
As we move into the fall and winter months, and particularly as we prepare for the anticipated return
of in-person classes both in the Burlington School District and the higher education institutions, we
expect that temporary outdoor venues will play an even more significant role in the safe and
successful operations of commercial and civic establishments. Through the City’s COVID-19 Analytics
Team, we understand that the Burlington School District, and other childcare and youth
programming providers are planning to utilize outdoor spaces as a complement to their indoor
facilities and programming. Over the summer, the Permitting & Inspections Department has received
zoning permit applications from Burlington City Arts, churches and other establishments in the city
seeking to erect tents on private property where the CDO does apply.
As such, this amendment seeks to amend the zoning ordinance to provide additional flexibility in the
Temporary Structure Provisions to exempt Tents as defined in Chapter 3 of NFPA 101 from requiring
a zoning permit for up to 180 days, contingent upon the Fire Marshal issuance of a temporary tent
permit.

Proposed Amendment
Amendment Type
Text Amendment

Map Amendment

Text & Map Amendment

Purpose Statement
The proposed amendment provides for the placement of structural tents for non-residential
purposes without review or required zoning permit for up to 180 days, provided that the tent is
approved by the Burlington Fire Marshal.

Proposed Amendments
To achieve the goals identified above, the proposed amendment affects the following sections of
the Burlington Comprehensive Development Ordinance:
1. Amend Sec. 5.1.2 (f) Temporary Structures
The City of Burlington will not tolerate unlawful harassment or discrimination on the basis of political or religious affiliation, race, color, national origin, place of
birth, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, veteran status, disability, HIV positive status, crime victim status or genetic
information. The City is also committed to providing proper access to services, facilities, and employment opportunities. For accessibility information or
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Add an exemption for Tents from review and required permit for up to 180 days
within any 12-month period.

**BEGIN PROPOSED AMENDMENTS**
Changes shown (underline to be added, strike out to be deleted) are proposed changes to the
Burlington Comprehensive Development Ordinance.
Sec. 5.1.2 Structures
Except as otherwise provided by law or by this ordinance, no structure in any district shall be
created, removed or altered except in conformance with the provisions of this Article and the
requirements of the district in which such land or structure is located.
(a) - (e) As Written.
(f) Temporary Structures:
The administrative officer may approve a temporary structure that is incidental and accessory
to a principal use subject to the following:
No Review or Permit
Required

Site Plan Review: Zoning
Permit & COA

Review as per
Underlying Zoning

A structure placed up to
10 consecutive days or 30
days within any 12-month
period at the same
location.

A structure placed from 1131 consecutive days or 3160 days within any 12
month period at the same
location.

A structure placed over 31
consecutive days or more
within any 12 month
period at the same
location, is no longer
considered a temporary
structure.

Tents used for
recreational noncommercial camping
purposes.
Tents as defined in
Chapter 3 of NFPA 101 for
non-residential purposes,
as approved by the
Burlington Fire Marshal,
placed up to 180 days
within any 12-month
period at the same
location.
**END PROPOSED AMENDMENTS**

Relationship to planBTV
This following discussion of conformance with the goals and policies of planBTV is prepared in
accordance with the provisions of 24 V.S.A. §4441(c).
Impact on Safe & Affordable Housing
The proposed amendment has no impact on the provision of safe and affordable housing.
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Compatibility with Proposed Future Land Use & Density
The proposed amendment has no impact on proposed future land use and densities in
planBTV.
Planned Community Facilities
The proposed amendment has no impact on planned community facilities.

Process Overview
The following chart summarizes the current stage in the zoning amendment process, and
identifies any recommended actions:
Planning Commission Process
Draft Amendment
prepared by:
Staff, resident
request

Planning
Commission
Discussion
8/26/2020

Approve for
Public Hearing
8/26/2020

Ordinance
Committee
discussion

Ordinance
Cmte
recommends
to Council

Public Hearing

Approve &
forward to
Council
Continue
discussion

City Council Process
First Read &
Referral to
Ordinance Cmte

Approval &
Adoption
Second Read &
Public Hearing

Rejected
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101–118

LIFE SAFETY CODE

11.10.5 Air-Supported and Air-Inflated Structures.
11.10.5.1 General. In addition to the general provisions of
11.10.1, the requirements of 11.10.5 shall apply to airsupported and air-inflated structures.
11.10.5.2 Pressurization (Inflation) System. The pressurization system shall consist of one or more operating blower
units. The system shall include automatic control of auxiliary
blower units to maintain the required operating pressure.
Such equipment shall meet the following requirements:
(1) Blowers shall be powered by continuous-rated motors at
the maximum power required.
(2) Blowers shall have personnel protection, such as inlet
screens and belt guards.
(3) Blower systems shall be weather protected.
(4) Blower systems shall be equipped with backdraft check
dampers.
(5) Not less than two blower units shall be provided, each of
which has capacity to maintain full inflation pressure with
normal leakage.
(6) Blowers shall be designed to be incapable of overpressurization.
(7) The auxiliary blower unit(s) shall operate automatically if
there is any loss of internal pressure or if an operating
blower unit becomes inoperative.
(8) The design inflation pressure and the capacity of each
blower system shall be certified by a professional engineer.
11.10.5.3 Standby Power System.

11.10.7.1.4 Tanks shall be secured in the upright position
and protected from vehicular traffic.
11.10.7.2 Electric Heaters.
11.10.7.2.1 Only labeled heaters shall be permitted.
11.10.7.2.2 Heaters used inside a temporary membrane structure shall be approved.
11.10.7.2.3 Heaters shall be connected to electricity by electric cable that is suitable for outside use and is of sufficient size
to handle the electrical load.
11.11 Tents.
11.11.1 General.
11.11.1.1 The provisions of Section 11.1 shall apply.
11.11.1.2 Tents shall be permitted only on a temporary basis.
11.11.1.3 Tents shall be erected to cover not more than
75 percent of the premises, unless otherwise approved by the
authority having jurisdiction.
11.11.2 Flame Propagation Performance.
11.11.2.1 All tent fabric shall meet the flame propagation performance criteria contained in Test Method 2 of NFPA 701, Standard Methods of Fire Tests for Flame Propagation of Textiles and Films.
11.11.2.2 One of the following shall serve as evidence that the
tent fabric materials have the required flame propagation performance:

11.10.5.3.1 A fully automatic standby power system shall be provided. The system shall be either an auxiliary engine generator
set capable of running the blower system or a supplementary
blower unit that is sized for 1 times the normal operating capacity
and is powered by an internal combustion engine.

(1) The authority having jurisdiction shall require a certificate or other evidence of acceptance by an organization
acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.
(2) The authority having jurisdiction shall require a report of
tests made by other inspection authorities or organizations acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

11.10.5.3.2 The standby power system shall be fully automatic
to ensure continuous inflation in the event of any failure of
the primary power. The system shall be capable of operating
continuously for a minimum of 4 hours.

11.11.2.3 Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, confirmatory field tests shall be conducted using test
specimens from the original material, which shall have been
affixed at the time of manufacture to the exterior of the tent.

11.10.5.3.3 The sizing and capacity of the standby power system shall be certified by a professional engineer.

11.11.3 Location and Spacing.
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11.10.6 Maintenance and Operation.
11.10.6.1 Instructions in both operation and maintenance
shall be transmitted to the owner by the manufacturer of the
tensioned-membrane, air-supported, or air-inflated structure.
11.10.6.2 Annual inspection and required maintenance of
each structure shall be performed to ensure safety conditions.
At least biennially, the inspection shall be performed by a professional engineer, registered architect, or individual certified
by the manufacturer.
11.10.7 Services.
11.10.7.1 Fired Heaters.

11.11.3.1 There shall be a minimum of 10 ft (3050 mm)
between stake lines.
11.11.3.2 Adjacent tents shall be spaced to provide an area to
be used as a means of emergency egress. Where 10 ft
(3050 mm) between stake lines does not meet the requirements for means of egress, the distance necessary for means of
egress shall govern.
11.11.3.3 Tents not occupied by the public and not used for
the storage of combustible material shall be permitted to be
erected less than 10 ft (3050 mm) from other structures where
the authority having jurisdiction deems such close spacing to
be safe from hazard to the public.

11.10.7.1.2 Fuel-fired heaters and their installation shall be
approved by the authority having jurisdiction.

11.11.3.4 Tents, each not exceeding 1200 ft2 (112 m2) in finished ground level area and located in fairgrounds or similar
open spaces, shall not be required to be separated from each
other, provided that safety precautions meet the approval of
the authority having jurisdiction.

11.10.7.1.3 Containers for liquefied petroleum gases shall be
installed not less than 60 in. (1525 mm) from any temporary
membrane structure and shall be in accordance with the provisions of NFPA 58, Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code.

11.11.3.5 The placement of tents relative to other structures
shall be at the discretion of the authority having jurisdiction, with
consideration given to occupancy, use, opening, exposure, and
other similar factors.

11.10.7.1.1 Only labeled heating devices shall be used.
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LIFE SAFETY CODE

3.3.262 Specification.
3.3.262.1* Design Specification. A building characteristic
and other conditions that are under the control of the design team. (SAF-FUN)
3.3.262.2 Input Data Specification. Information required
by the verification method. (SAF-FUN)
3.3.263 Staff (Residential Board and Care). Persons who provide personal care services, supervision, or assistance. (SAF-BCF)
3.3.264 Stage. A space within a building used for entertainment and utilizing drops or scenery or other stage effects.
(SAF-AXM)
3.3.264.1 Legitimate Stage. A stage with a height greater
than 50 ft (15 m) measured from the lowest point on the
stage floor to the highest point of the roof or floor deck
above. (SAF-AXM)
3.3.264.2 Regular Stage. A stage with a height of 50 ft (15 m)
or less measured from the lowest point on the stage floor to
the highest point of the roof or floor deck above. (SAF-AXM)
3.3.265* Stair.
3.3.265.1 Aisle Stair. A stair within a seating area of an
assembly occupancy that directly serves rows of seats to the
side of the stair, including transition stairs that connect to
an aisle or a landing. (SAF-AXM)

3.3.272.3 Limited Access Structure. A structure or portion
of a structure lacking emergency openings. (SAF-IND)
3.3.272.4 Membrane Structure. A building or portion of a
building incorporating an air-inflated, air-supported,
tensioned-membrane structure; a membrane roof; or a
membrane-covered rigid frame to protect habitable or usable space. (SAF-IND)
3.3.272.5 Multilevel Play Structure. A structure that consists of tubes, slides, crawling areas, and jumping areas that
is located within a building and is used for climbing and
entertainment, generally by children. (SAF-AXM)
3.3.272.6* Open Structure. A structure that supports equipment and operations not enclosed within building walls.
(SAF-IND)
3.3.272.7* Parking Structure. A building, structure, or portion thereof used for the parking, storage, or both, of motor vehicles. [88A, 2015] (SAF-IND)
3.3.272.7.1 Assisted Mechanical Type Parking Structure. A
parking structure that uses lifts or other mechanical devices to
transport vehicles to the floors of a parking structure, where
the vehicles are then parked by a person. [88A, 2015] (SAFIND)

3.3.265.2 Outside Stair. A stair with not less than one side
open to the outer air. (SAF-MEA)

3.3.272.7.2 Automated Type Parking Structure. A parking
structure that uses computer controlled machines to store
and retrieve vehicles, without drivers, in multi-level storage
racks with no floors. [88A, 2015] (SAF-IND)

3.3.266 Stakeholder. An individual, or representative of
same, having an interest in the successful completion of a
project. (SAF-FUN)

3.3.272.7.3 Enclosed Parking Structure. Any parking structure that is not an open parking structure. [88A, 2015]
(SAF-IND)

3.3.267 Storage Occupancy. See 3.3.190.15.

3.3.272.7.4 Open Parking Structure. A parking structure
that meets the requirements of 42.8.1.3 (SAF-IND).
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3.3.268* Stories in Height. The story count starting with the
level of exit discharge and ending with the highest occupiable
story containing the occupancy considered. (SAF-FUN)

3.3.269* Story. The portion of a building located between the
upper surface of a floor and the upper surface of the floor or
roof next above. (SAF-FUN)
3.3.269.1 Occupiable Story. A story occupied by people on
a regular basis. (SAF-FUN)
3.3.270 Street. A public thoroughfare that has been dedicated for vehicular use by the public and can be used for access by fire department vehicles. (SAF-MEA)
3.3.271* Street Floor. A story or floor level accessible from the
street or from outside the building at the finished ground
level, with the floor level at the main entrance located not
more than three risers above or below the finished ground
level, and arranged and utilized to qualify as the main floor.
(SAF-MER)
3.3.272* Structure. That which is built or constructed. (SAFFUN)
3.3.272.1 Air-Inflated Structure. A structure whose shape is
maintained by air pressure in cells or tubes forming all or
part of the enclosure of the usable area and in which the
occupants are not within the pressurized area used to support the structure. (SAF-IND)
3.3.272.2* Air-Supported Structure. A structure where shape
is maintained by air pressure and in which occupants are
within the elevated pressure area. (SAF-IND)

3.3.272.7.5 Ramp Type Parking Structure. A parking structure that utilizes sloped floors for vertical vehicle circulation. [88A, 2015] (SAF-IND)

3.3.272.8 Permanent Structure. A building or structure that
is intended to remain in place for a period of more than
180 days in any consecutive 12-month period. (SAF-FUN)
3.3.272.9 Temporary Structure. A building or structure not
meeting the definition of permanent structure. (See also
3.3.272.8, Permanent Structure.) (SAF-FUN)
3.3.272.10 Tensioned-Membrane Structure. A membrane
structure incorporating a membrane and a structural support
system such as arches, columns and cables, or beams wherein
the stresses developed in the tensioned membrane interact
with those in the structural support so that the entire assembly
acts together to resist the applied loads. (SAF-IND)
3.3.272.11* Underground Structure. A structure or portions
of a structure in which the floor level is below the level of
exit discharge. (SAF-IND)
3.3.272.12 Water-Surrounded Structure.
surrounded by water. (SAF-IND)

A structure fully

3.3.273 Suite.
3.3.273.1 Guest Suite. An accommodation with two or
more contiguous rooms comprising a compartment, with
or without doors between such rooms, that provides living,
sleeping, sanitary, and storage facilities. (SAF-RES)
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GENERAL

3.3.273.2 Non-Patient-Care Suite (Heath Care Occupancies). A
suite within a health care occupancy that is not intended
for sleeping or treating patients. (SAF-HEA)
3.3.273.3 Patient Care Non-Sleeping Suite (Health Care Occupancies). A suite for treating patients with or without patient beds not intended for overnight sleeping. (SAF-HEA)
3.3.273.4 Patient Care Sleeping Suite (Health Care Occupancies). A suite containing one or more patient beds intended for overnight sleeping. (SAF-HEA)
3.3.273.5 Patient Care Suite (Health Care Occupancies). A
series of rooms or spaces or a subdivided room separated
from the remainder of the building by walls and doors.
(SAF-HEA)
3.3.274 System.
3.3.274.1 Elevator Evacuation System. A system, including a
vertical series of elevator lobbies and associated elevator lobby
doors, an elevator shaft(s), and a machine room(s), that provides protection from fire effects for elevator passengers,
people waiting to use elevators, and elevator equipment so
that elevators can be used safely for egress. (SAF-MEA)
3.3.274.2 Site-Fabricated Stretch System. A system, fabricated on-site, and intended for acoustical, tackable, or aesthetic purposes, that is comprised of three elements: (1) a
frame (constructed of plastic, wood, metal, or other material) used to hold fabric in place, (2) a core material (infill,
with the correct properties for the application), and (3) an
outside layer, comprised of a textile, fabric, or vinyl, that is
stretched taut and held in place by tension or mechanical
fasteners via the frame. (SAF-INT)
3.3.275 Technically Infeasible. A change to a building that
has little likelihood of being accomplished because the existing structural conditions require the removal or alteration of a
load-bearing member that is an essential part of the structural
frame, or because other existing physical or site constraints
prohibit modification or addition of elements, spaces, or features that are in full and strict compliance with applicable
requirements. (SAF-FUN)

3.3.283 Uncertainty Analysis. See 3.3.17.2.
3.3.284 Underground Structure. See 3.3.272.11.
3.3.285 Verification Method. A procedure or process used to
demonstrate or confirm that the proposed design meets the
specified criteria. (SAF-FUN)
3.3.286* Vertical Opening. An opening through a floor or
roof. (SAF-FIR)
3.3.287 Vomitory. An entrance to a means of egress from an
assembly seating area that pierces the seating rows. (SAF-AXM)
3.3.288 Wall.
3.3.288.1 Fire Barrier Wall. A wall, other than a fire wall,
that has a fire resistance rating. (SAF-FIR)
3.3.288.2 Proscenium Wall. The wall that separates the
stage from the auditorium or house. (SAF-AXM)
3.3.289* Wall or Ceiling Covering. A textile-, paper-, or
polymeric-based product designed to be attached to a wall or
ceiling surface for decorative or acoustical purposes. (SAF-INT)
3.3.290 Water-Surrounded Structure. See 3.3.272.12.
3.3.291 Weathered-Membrane Material. See 3.3.171.5.
3.3.292 Yard. An open, unoccupied space other than a court,
unobstructed from the finished ground level to the sky on the
lot on which a building is situated. (SAF-MEA)

Chapter 4

General

4.1* Goals.
4.1.1* Fire. A goal of this Code is to provide an environment for
the occupants that is reasonably safe from fire by the following
means:
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3.3.276 Temporary Platform. See 3.3.211.1.
3.3.277 Temporary Structure. See 3.3.272.9.
3.3.278 Tensioned-Membrane Structure. See 3.3.272.10.
3.3.279* Tent. A temporary structure, the covering of which is
made of pliable material that achieves its support by mechanical means such as beams, columns, poles, or arches, or by rope
or cables, or both. (SAF-IND)
3.3.279.1 Private Party Tent. A tent erected in the yard of a
private residence for entertainment, recreation, dining, a
reception, or similar function. (SAF-AXM)

(1)*Protection of occupants not intimate with the initial fire
development
(2) Improvement of the survivability of occupants intimate
with the initial fire development
4.1.2* Comparable Emergencies. An additional goal is to provide life safety during emergencies that can be mitigated using
methods comparable to those used in case of fire.
4.1.3* Crowd Movement. An additional goal is to provide for
reasonably safe emergency crowd movement and, where required, reasonably safe nonemergency crowd movement.
4.2 Objectives.

3.3.280 Thermal Barrier. See 3.3.31.3.

4.2.1 Occupant Protection. A structure shall be designed,
constructed, and maintained to protect occupants who are
not intimate with the initial fire development for the time
needed to evacuate, relocate, or defend in place.

3.3.281 Tower. An enclosed independent structure or portion of a building with elevated levels for support of equipment or occupied for observation, control, operation, signaling, or similar limited use. (SAF-IND)

4.2.2 Structural Integrity. Structural integrity shall be maintained for the time needed to evacuate, relocate, or defend in
place occupants who are not intimate with the initial fire development.

3.3.281.1 Air Traffic Control Tower. An enclosed structure or
building at airports with elevated levels for support of equipment
and occupied for observation, control, operation, and signaling
of aircraft in flight and on the ground. (SAF-IND)
3.3.282 Two-Family Dwelling Unit. See 3.3.66.3.

4.2.3 Systems Effectiveness. Systems utilized to achieve the
goals of Section 4.1 shall be effective in mitigating the hazard
or condition for which they are being used, shall be reliable,
shall be maintained to the level at which they were designed to
operate, and shall remain operational.
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Andy Montroll, Chair
Bruce Baker, Vice-Chair
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Emily Lee
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Burlington Planning Commission
Tuesday, July 28, 2020, 6:30 P.M.
Remote Meeting

Draft Minutes
Members Present
A Montroll, H Roen, Y Bradley, A Friend, E Lee, B Baker
Staff Present: M Tuttle, D White, S Gustin, K Sturtevant, D Cahill

I.

Agenda

Call to Order
Agenda

I.

Time: 6:31pm
Move item IV to precede item II.

Annual Organizational Meeting

Elect officers and appoint members to Committees for FY2021
Nominations for officers and committees were approved unanimously
Chair
Andy Montroll
Vice Chair
Bruce Baker
Executive Committee At-Large
Yves Bradley
Clerk
Meagan Tuttle
Long Range Planning Commission
Alex Friend, Harris Roen, Jennifer Wallace-Brodeur,
Kienan Christianson (DRB), Ryan Creehan (CB)
Ordinance Committee
Emily Lee, Bruce Baker, Yves Bradley, Ravi
Venkataraman (DRB), Matt Bushey (DAB)

II.

Public Forum

Name
S Bushor

III.

Comment
Consider whether the Conservation Board should continue to be advisory or more
autonomous. Some communities in Texas require vegetation on roofs to help
reduce heat islands; Conservation Board recommended this but it was up to the
DRB to add conditions to projects like City Place as such.
Chair’s Report

A Montroll

IV.
D White

V.

No report.

Director’s Report
Council Ordinance Committee will meet on 7/29 to discuss proposed parking
amendment.
Proposed Addendum to Open Space Protection Plan

Action: Support Conservation Board’s work on an Addendum to the Open Space Protection Plan to be
approved by Planning Commission for inclusion in planBTV.
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Motion: Y Bradley
Second: H Roen
Vote: Approved Unanimously
Presentation by Rebecca Roman and Zoe Richards of the Conservation Board, Scott Gustin of Dept. of
Permitting & Inspections, and Dan Cahill of Burlington Parks, Recreation & Waterfront. See slides posted
at https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/CityPlan/PC/Agendas.
Commission discussion:
- Goal is not to rewrite the Open Space Protection Plan, though it needs a comprehensive update.
Addendum will focus on role of natural systems role in climate change. Could use framework of
looking at water and land based systems for this addendum, that sets up for the future rewrite.
- Consider whether or not current open spaces, natural areas are sufficient to withstand climate
change impacts. R Roman reiterated that climate change is the driver, but resiliency is the goal.
- S Bushor raised the concern about much Conservation Fund money will be used for the plan and
need to retain balance for land conservation. S Gustin estimated plan to be around $20,000.

VI.

Commissioner Items

Action: N/A
Motion: NA
Second: NA
Vote: NA
Next meeting is Tuesday, August 11 at 6:30pm on Zoom. Joint meeting with the Council
Ordinance Committee to discuss Short Term Rentals

VII.

Minutes & Communications

Action: Approved the minutes and accepted the communications
Motion by: A Friend
Second: H Roen
Minutes Approved: July 14, 2020 Planning Commission Meeting
Communications Filed:
- See agenda packet

VIII.

Vote: Approved Unanimously

Adjourn

Adjournment
Motion: H Roen

Time: 7:33 pm
Second: E Lee

Vote: Approved Unanimously
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Andy Montroll, Chair
Bruce Baker, Vice-Chair
Yves Bradley
Alexander Friend
Emily Lee
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Joint Meeting
Burlington Planning Commission
with City Council Ordinance Committee
Tuesday, August 11, 2020, 6:30 P.M.
Remote Meeting via Zoom

Draft Minutes
Members Present

A Friend, A Montroll, H Roen, J Wallace-Brodeur, B Baker, C Mason, Z Hightower, J
Hanson
Staff Present: M Tuttle, S Gustin, K Sturtevant

I.

Agenda

Call to Order
Agenda

II.

Public Forum

Name

III.

Time: 6:31pm
Remove Items V and VI.

Comment
No comments
Proposed CDO Amendment: Short Term Rentals

No action
Motion: N/A
Second: N/A
Vote: N/A
S Gustin & M Tuttle presented background and updated information about Short Term Rentals and the
discussions of the Joint Committee from early in 2020. Committee discussion will take place at an
upcoming meeting. Slides are available online at: https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/CityPlan/PC/Agendas.

I.

STR Public Forum

Name
A Magyar
D Lyons
J Marks

B Gonyaw

Comment
Lots of hosts want to be a part of the solution. Foresee a loophole for Scenario 3,
doesn’t require host occupancy for bedrooms.
One unit on neighboring property that flexes between family use, STR, long-term
rental, and is not owner-occupied. What scenario?
COVID highlights need for flexibility in how we regulate this market. How does the
Host Compliance know if something is booked vs blocked off? Reconsider the
number of nights limit, and allow off-site owner for duplexes.
Via chat box, paraphrased by staff: For multi-unit buildings, would Conditional Use
require parking if a property already has permit with no on-site parking? Consider
STR’s with off-site host in RH zoning. STR income from 2 units is very important as
off-site hosts, and allows to keep the rent low for long-term tenant in the building.
STRs should be seen as part of the solution, and presumption that they are
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A Stark

E Duany

S Bushor

J Sharpe

II.

substantially contributing to the problem is inaccurate. The increase in housing
cost has not risen above inflation rate since STR’s gained traction. Experience with
STR’s is that short term rentals have fewer cars than long-term rentals.
According to Airbnb, 52% of hosts are low to moderate income, 53% used STR for
staying in their home. Nuance discussion is moving in the right direction for
personal situation.
Host Compliance has limited data, personal property is listed 4 different ways.
Regarding parking, understand desire to attach parking to how many people
staying in the property, but need to be flexible. What was City RMT tax collection
before Airbnb started remitting, and compared to how many rentals are actually
being rented. Airbnb has helped business and city benefit from STRs. Designate a
certain window of popular dates to exempt the nightly rental limit.
Important to strike a balance, for STRs to augment owner income to stay in
Burlington. Think this is on track. Scenario 6 makes sense, support Scenario 5,
Scenario 4 should be Conditional Use until know how it works, have concerns
about parking for Scenario 3 and how this relates to neighborhood quality of life.
Should there be a property management requirement for hosts living off site?
Hosts are actively managing properties, perhaps more oversight than long-term
rentals. STRs represent about 1% housing in the city, and getting into the nuances
of scenarios seems unnecessary. Start broader with simple permitting, and then
evolve the regulations as we learn more.
Commissioner Items

Action: N/A
Motion: NA
Second: NA
Vote: NA
Next meeting is Tuesday, August 25 at 6:30pm on Zoom. Joint meeting with the Council
Ordinance Committee to discuss Short Term Rentals

III.

Minutes & Communications- Removed from Agenda

IV.

Adjourn- Removed from Agenda
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gretchen Kruesi <gkruesi@gmail.com>
Saturday, August 08, 2020 10:35 AM
Meagan Tuttle
Comments for Joint Planning Commission Council Ordinance Cmte Meeting

[WARNING]: External Message

Hi Meagan,
I cannot attend the meeting on Tuesday so including some comments below.
Will there be a recorded version so I can view it later?
Thanks,
Gretchen
----Thank you to the Committee for their continued work on STRs and for listening to various hosts on feedback
regarding the variety of scenarios of STRs - not just whole unit and partial unit.
I have spoken before but will summarize my situation.
I own a 3 bedroom townhouse, I am the only person living here and rent one bedroom on Air Bnb part-time.
Many of my friends and colleagues have chosen to purchase homes outside Burlington due to costs particularly the high home costs and property taxes. When I was finally able to buy my first home many
encouraged me to look at the surrounding towns for better pricing. Without Air BnB, I could not have stayed in
Burlington - it is the community I'm deeply rooted in and didn't want to leave like so many others in my
age/income bracket.
Air BnB gives me the ability to afford my home on one income and continue to advance my financial stability.
While also allowing the flexibility for friends and family to visit and the flexibility for life changes.
This became even more clear to me during the COVID pandemic. I chose to close mine early - before the state
required it. And while I've been able to make it work it has been a hustle. Now with life setting into a "new
normal", I am fortunate to have found a repeat guest within Vermont for the time being to ensure my safety, be
a good community partner to help stop the spread of COVID and still allow some income from my STR.
Having just gone through the permitting process (with a parking waiver) I want to thank the Department of
Permitting and Inspections. They were incredibly helpful and informative. While the process took a bit of time
due to the pandemic they did a top-notch job. It, however, is still a fair amount of regulatory work - especially
for a part-time 1 bedroom STR that I live in full time.

1
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Olivia LaVecchia
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 4:00 PM
Meagan Tuttle; Scott Gustin
FW: Form submission from: &lt;strong&gt;Feedback&lt;/strong&gt; form

‐‐
Olivia LaVecchia
(802) 734‐0617
Pronouns: she/her
Communications & Projects Coordinator
Office of Mayor Miro Weinberger
City Hall | 149 Church Street
Burlington, VT 05401
burlingtonvt.gov/Mayor
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: City of Burlington, Vermont <noreply@burlingtonvt.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Olivia LaVecchia <olavecchia@burlingtonvt.gov>
Subject: Form submission from: &lt;strong&gt;Feedback&lt;/strong&gt; form
Submitted on Tuesday, August 11, 2020 ‐ 15:56 Submitted by anonymous user: 75.69.34.46 Submitted values are:
Did you attend the Housing Summit workshop in June? : No Share your comments:
The proposed regulation that requires landlords to live on the premises if they want to engage in short‐term rentals is
completely unfair and will hurt many property owners who are already struggling and lived on a fixed income.
Any landlord should have a right to flexibly rent out their property without a long‐term commitment if they want to.
The city shouldn’t try to fix its housing shortage by limiting this freedom and charging residents $7900 because they
want or need this flexibility.
The city of Burlington has caused this housing shortage by not building almost any new housing over the last 30 years
and it should fix this problem by building more housing, not penalizing current property owners with burdensome
restrictions and thousands of dollars in fees.
Your email address: mjacobsrealty@gmail.com

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/node/6735/submission/18626

Please note that this communication and any response to it will be maintained as a public record and may be subject to
disclosure under the Vermont Public Records Act.
1
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I am pleased to see the removal of the additional parking requirement when renting one-bedroom in your home.
While I now have my permit and waiver, removing the hurdles for a low use STR such as mine, is common
sense and removes unneeded regulatory barriers for those in the future.
Thank you again for the work and listening. I look forward to attending meetings in the future.
Gretchen Kruesi
10 Baird Street
Burlington, VT
---------------------------Gretchen Kruesi
cell: 406-570-8586
email: gkruesi@gmail.com

2
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ericka Redic <erickaredic@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 05, 2020 8:21 PM
Meagan Tuttle
Short-Term Rentals

[WARNING]: External Message

Hello Ms. Tuttle,
I am vehemently opposed to any short-term rental changes, fees, taxes or anything of the like, where the
government can impose penalties on homeowners for using their home/property in the manner they chose.
Burlington and Vermont leadership have made decisions that have made almost our entire economy dependent
on travel and tourism. You don't then get to turn around and say the only people who can take advantage of that
economy are wealthy hotel and resort owners. Not only is this unfair it is unconstitutional.
I reject the premise set forth by the City of Burlington that somehow the affordability crisis in Burlington is
because of property owners utilizing apps like AirBnB. It is irresponsible of the City to lay the blame for its
policies on anyone other than themselves.
Sincerely,
Ericka Redic
512.348.4119
251 Staniford Rd

1
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jamie Sharpe <jsharpevt@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 8:06 PM
Meagan Tuttle
Short Term Rentals
Short Term Rentals.pdf

[WARNING]: External Message

Hi Meagan
Thank you for emailing us about tonights city council meeting so that we were able to participate.
Would you be able to add this attachment to the next meeting as I don’t believe the new members have seen it?
Thanks again,
Jamie Sharpe

Begin forwarded message:
From: Ellis McArdle <emcardl1@gmail.com>
Subject: Short Term Rentals
Date: February 4, 2020 at 10:03:49 AM EST
To: mtuttle@burlingtonvt.gov
Cc: Jamie Sharpe <jsharpevt@gmail.com>

1
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Reflection & Suggestion of Short Term Regulatory Proposals
As our letter to the City and research of the housing climate indicate, short term
rentals are being improperly persecuted as detrimental to the well-being of the
community.
Significant and dramatic amendments to the City’s original regulatory framework for
STRs is needed and this follow up serves to highlight our strong suggestions regarding
this much needed shift in thinking by the City.
Original Proposals We Strongly Oppose:
1) Primary Residence Requirement in a Residential Zone.
There is no sense to be made from this part of the regulatory proposals and we believe
strongly it should be removed from the framework.
This is plainly an arbitrary way for the city to try and limit STRs period. Long term
rentals have never had this requirement. STRs are already closely monitored, often
times daily, when cleaning the unit between guests.
There is virtually no monitoring whatsoever of long term rentals.
Our property is by far one of the best cared for and maintained properties on the
street. It is not an exaggeration to assume guests would not return if our short term
rental was anything less than pristine. We take great pride in the care of our property
as this is our livelihood be it a primary residence or not.
We know there are others in a similar situation that purchased a property as an
investment and stepping stone to a single family home. We paid an astronomical
price for the property planning and largely relying on the income from the STRs to
offset our mortgage.
We view this particular regulation as an anchor drowning us and preventing us from
ever buying a single family home to start a family let alone affording our current
mortgage.
2) Number of STRs Allowed in a Multi Unit Building
The 1 STR limit maximum for a 3 unit home should be erased.
This is especially needed if a single unit home would be allowed to rent out two
separate bedrooms.
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We could justify and understand new permit requirements once you are over a certain
number of STRs per building such as 4 or more but limiting to just 1 for a 3 unit home
is too suffocating and would be a detriment to our community and hosts.
3) Housing Replacement Cost
These figures being floated out there for housing replacement costs are simply
disturbing, outrageous and we think quite embarrassing for the City to even suggest
such figures.
You are implying that someone who owns a property in Burlington must be wealthy
enough to potentially afford upwards of $42,000 in replacement costs. This is
irrational and well above and beyond the ability of most people to pay. We are positive
other hosts feel this way as well.
We currently already pay over $11,000 in taxes, 11% rooms and meals tax and income
tax on our earnings. If this is enacted the city is going to be wasting even more money
trying to enforce this and make it impossible for the “small guy” like us to be able to
keep our property and stay in Burlington.
The City doesn’t even suggest refunding these costs if an owner decides to reconvert a
STR back to a long term rental.

Suggested Proposal:
1) STR should have very similar regulations to long term rentals regarding:
● Annual Permitting
● Required Safety Inspections
2) Parking Requirements
● (1 space per bedroom) - even this is more than what is required of long
term rentals
3) Up to 3 STR Allowed per Property in Residential Zone. No more than 6 STR Units
per property owner.

** No Housing Replacement Cost
*** No Primary Residence Requirement
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ŽũķĢłėŶŋł!ĢŶƘNÖķķ̛
ː˓˘!ĞŽũóĞŶũāāŶ̛
ŽũķĢłėŶŋł˶ÁŶ̛
̛
'āÖũ!ĢŶƘ!ŋŽłóĢķŋĕŽũķĢłėŶŋłmāĿðāũŭÖłùķÖłłĢłė!ŋĿĿĢŭŭĢŋł˶̛
̛
dāŶŽŭŭŶÖũŶŋĕĕðƘĕĢũŭŶŶĞÖłĴĢłėŶĞā!ĢŶƘĕŋũŶĞāùĢŭóŽŭŭĢŋłŋł`ÖłŽÖũƘˑ˗ŶĞÖŶ!ĢŶƘ̛
NÖķķ˼ũĢłėĢłėŶũÖłŭťÖũāłóƘŶŋťŋŭŭĢðķāùāóĢŭĢŋłŭŶŋðāĿÖùāŋłŶĞĢŭĢŭŭŽāŋĕŭĞŋũŶ̛
ŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭŋũĞŋƒƒāƒĢķķũāĕāũŶŋĢłŶĞĢŭķāŶŶāũÖŭ̓¦ŭ̔˶ĢŭŶũŽķƘÖťťũāóĢÖŶāù˼̛̛
̛
ŭƒāĿāłŶĢŋłāùÖŶŶĞāĿāāŶĢłė˶ƒāÖũāÖƘŋŽłėóŋŽťķāĢłóÖťÖðķāŋĕÖĕĕŋũùĢłėŋŽữ
ĿŋũŶėÖėāƒĢŶĞŋŽŶÖ¦˶ÖŭÖũāĿÖłƘĞŋŭŶŭĢłŶĞāÖũāÖ˼¦ĞāťũŋťŋŭāùũāėŽķÖŶĢŋłŭðƘ̛
ŶĞāķÖłłĢłėóŋĿĿĢŭŭĢŋłóŋŽķùŨŽĢŶāķĢŶāũÖķķƘùāũÖĢķŋŽũƑāũƘķĢƑāķĢĞŋŋùÖłùóÖŽŭāŽư̆
āƗŶũāĿāĕĢłÖłóĢÖķĞÖũĿ˶ùĢŭŶũāŭŭ˶ÖłùāĿŋŶĢŋłÖķŶũÖŽĿÖ˼RĴłŋƒĿÖłƘŋŶĞāũĞŋŭŶŭĕāÖữ
ŶĞāŭÖĿā˼ÂāƒĢķķƑāũƘťŋŭŭĢðķƘłāāùŶŋŭāķķŋŽũĞŋŽŭāĢĕŶĞāŭāťũŋťŋŭāùũāėŽķÖŶĢŋłŭėŋ̛
ĢłŶŋāĕĕāóŶ˼̛
̛
ÂāĞÖƑāŭťāłŶÖėũāÖŶùāÖķŋĕŶĢĿāƒũĢŶĢłėŶĞĢŭķāŶŶāũÖŭƒāķķÖŭóŋłùŽóŶĢłėŋŽũŋƒł̛
ũāŭāÖũóĞŋłŶĞĢŭŶŋťĢó˼¦ĞŽŭ˶ƘŋŽũŶĞŋũŋŽėĞ˶ĕŽķķ˶ÖłùùāŶÖĢķāùĕŋóŽŭƒŋŽķùðā̛
āƗŶũāĿāķƘÖťťũāóĢÖŶāùÖŭƒāðāķĢāƑāĢŶóÖłŭĞĢłāķĢėĞŶŋłÖùÖũĴóķŋŽùĕÖóĢłėÖķķĞŋŭŶư̆
ÖŶŶĞĢŭĿŋĿāłŶĢłāÖũķƘˑˏˑˏ˼̛ ̛
̛
ÂāũāŭťāóŶĕŽķķƘÖŭĴŶĞāťŋƒāũŭŶĞÖŶðāũāėÖũùĢłėùāóĢŭĢŋłŭŶŋðāĿÖùāŋłŶĞĢŭŶŋťĢó˶̛
ùŋŭŋƒĢŶĞŶĞāŽŶĿŋŭŶóķÖũĢŶƘÖłùóÖũāĕŋũŶĞāāłŶĢũāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘÖłùóÖũāĕŽķķƘƒāĢėĞ̛
ŶĞāóŋŭŶ̌ðāłāĕĢŶÖłÖķƘŭĢŭ̈!̉ŋĕÖłƘťŋŶāłŶĢÖķŭóāłÖũĢŋÖłùŋŽŶóŋĿā˼̛
̛
¦ĞāũāÖũāŶĞũāāĿÖĢłŨŽāŭŶĢŋłŭŶŋÖŭĴĞāũā˵̛
̛
ː˼ RŭÖƑÖĢķÖðķāÖłùÖĕĕŋũùÖðķāĞŋŽŭĢłėĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłŶũŽķƘðāóŋĿĢłėÖł̛
ĢłóũāÖŭĢłėķƘłāėÖŶĢƑā˶ùĢũā˶ÖłùƒŋũŭāłĢłėŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋłĕŋũŶĞāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘũĢėĞŶ̛
łŋƒĢłˑˏˑˏ˽̛
ˑ˼ Rĕŭŋ˶ÖũāŭĞŋũŶŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭÖĿÖıŋũóŋłŶũĢðŽŶĢłėĕÖóŶŋũðāĞĢłùŶĞĢŭĞŋŽŭĢłė̛
ĿÖũĴāŶ˽̛
˒˼ RĕŶĞāťũŋťŋŭāùũāėŽķÖŶĢŋłŭĕŋũŭĞŋũŶŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭėŋĢłŶŋāĕĕāóŶ˶ƒĢķķŶĞā̛
ĢłŶāłùāùťŋŭĢŶĢƑāĢĿťÖóŶĕŋũŶĞāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘŶũŽķƘŋŽŶƒāĢėĞŶĞāłāėÖŶĢƑāĢĿťÖóŶ̛
ŋłŶĞāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘ˽̛̛
̛
¦ĞĢŭķāŶŶāũƒĢķķÖùùũāŭŭÖķķŋĕŶĞāŭāŨŽāŭŶĢŋłŭƒĞĢķāŶũƘĢłėŶŋðũĢłėóķāÖũÖłùŭŶũŋłė̛
ťāũŭťāóŶĢƑāŶŋŶĞāĢŭŭŽāŋĕŭĞŋũŶŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭ˼̛̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
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̛
ÖũŶR˵̓NŋŽŭĢłė!ũĢŭĢư̆̔
̛
ÂāÖķŋłėƒĢŶĞĿÖłƘŋŶĞāũŭŶÖĴāŋðıāóŶĢŋłƒĢŶĞŶĞĢŭŶāũĿ˶̓ĞŋŽŭĢłėóũĢŭĢŭ̔˶ƒĢŶĞ̛
ũāėÖũùŭŶŋĞŋƒĢŶĢŭðāĢłėũāťũāŭāłŶāùÖłùÖťťķĢāù˼¦ĞāóŋłłŋŶÖŶĢŋłðāĞĢłùŶĞāŶāũĿ̛
ĢŭŶĞÖŶˑˏˑˏĢŭÖ̓ŶĢťťĢłėťŋĢłŶ̔ÖłùŶĞÖŶÖƑÖĢķÖðķāÖłùÖĕĕŋũùÖðķāĞŋŽŭĢłėƒĢķķŋłķƘ̛
ėāŶƒŋũŭāÖŶÖũÖťĢùũÖŶāĢĕ¦ŭóŋłŶĢłŽāŋťāũÖŶĢłėĢłŶĞāĢũóŽũũāłŶóÖťÖóĢŶƘƒĢŶĞŋŽŶ̛
ĕŽũŶĞāũũāėŽķÖŶĢŋł˼̛̛
̛
¦ŭŭāāĿŶŋðāÖłāÖŭƘŶÖũėāŶÖłùóŋłƑāłĢāłŶŭóÖťāėŋÖŶƒĞāłŶĞā!ĢŶƘ˶ĞŋŶāķĢāũŭÖłừ
ťũāĿĢŽĿťũĢóāùÖťÖũŶĿāłŶùāƑāķŋťāũŭÖũāóŋłŭĢùāũÖðķƘĿŋũāŶŋðķÖĿāÖŭƒāƒĢķķ̛
óķŋŭāķƘāƗÖĿĢłā˼̛
̛
DĢũŭŶ˶ķāŶ̗ŭķŋŋĴÖŶŶĞāłŽĿðāũŭ̈ðƘķķāłÖłùũŋŋĴŭ̉˵̛
̛
Ɣ ťÖũŶĿāłŶFũŋƒŶĞ̛̛
ż ƑāũÖėāÖłłŽÖķ˔ƘāÖũÖťÖũŶĿāłŶėũŋƒŶĞũÖŶā̈łāƒŽłĢŶŭðŽĢķŶ̉̿˔ˑ˘̛
ŽłĢŶŭĢł!ĞĢŶŶāłùāł!ŋŽłŶƘ̛
ż ˕˓˔łāƒŽłĢŶŭðŽĢķŶĢłˑˏː˘˶ŶĞũāāŶĢĿāŭŶĞāÖƑāũÖėāÖłłŽÖķėũŋƒŶĞĕũŋĿ̛
ˑˏˏˏ̌ˑˏˏ˘˼ˑː˔ŋĕŶĞāŭāŽłĢŶŭƒāũāĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖķŋłā˼̛̛
ż ˑˏː˘ƒÖŭŶĞāŭāóŋłùĞĢėĞāŭŶÖťÖũŶĿāłŶėũŋƒŶĞũÖŶāŋłũāóŋũù˼̛
ż !ĢŶƘķÖóāŽũķĢłėŶŋłĢŭłŋŶĢłóķŽùāùĢłŶĞāŭāĕĢėŽũāŭŋĕƒĞĢóĞÖłÖùùĢŶĢŋłÖķ̛
˒ː˗ÖťÖũŶĿāłŶŭÖũāťũŋıāóŶāùŶŋðāðŽĢķŶŋƑāũŶĞāłāƗŶŶĞũāāƘāÖũŭ˼̛̛
̛
Ɣ ÁÖóÖłóƘÖŶāư̆
ż ˑˏː˗̌ˑˏː˘ƑÖóÖłóƘũÖŶāŭĞÖƑāóķĢĿðāùĕũŋĿː˼˖͓Ŷŋˑ˼ˑ͓Ģł!ĞĢŶŶāłùāł̛
!ŋŽłŶƘ̛̛
Ŷ RŶĢŭĢĿťŋũŶÖłŶŶŋłŋŶāŶĞÖŶƒĞāłŶĞĢŭŭŽũƑāƘƒÖŭóŋĿťķāŶāù˶˕˘̛͓
ŋĕłāƒŽłĢŶŭƒāũāłŋŶƘāŶĕĢłĢŭĞāùŶĞŽŭÂ11pz¦Rp!d'1'Ģł̛
ŶĞāƑÖóÖłóƘĕĢėŽũāŭĕŋũˑˏː˘˼NÖùŶĞāƘðāāłĢłóķŽùāùŶĞĢŭƑÖóÖłóƘ̛
łŽĿðāũƒŋŽķùķĢĴāķƘĞÖƑāðāāłŭĢėłĢĕĢóÖłŶķƘĞĢėĞāũŶĞÖłˑ˼ˑ̛͓
ż ˑˏː˗̌ˑˏː˘ƑÖóÖłóƘũÖŶāŭĢłóũāÖŭāùː˼˕͓Ŷŋː˼˗͓ĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖłừ
ÂĢłŋŋŭĴĢ̛̛
̛
Ɣ āłŶRłĕķÖŶĢŋł̈ÖƑāũÖėāũāłŶĢłóũāÖŭāĕũŋĿťũĢŋũƘāÖũ̉˵̛
ż ˑˏː˔˵ˑ˼˘̛͓
ż ˑˏː˕˵ˑ˼˕̛͓
ż ˑˏː˖˵ˑ˼ː̛͓
ż ˑˏː˗˵ˑ˼ː̛͓
ż ˑˏː˘˵ː˼˖̛͓
̛
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˱RŶĢŭóũĢŶĢóÖķŶŋłŋŶāŶĞÖŶŶĞāŭāũÖŶāŭƒāũāÖóŶŽÖķķƘdzÂ1ŶĞÖł!R̛
̈ĢłĕķÖŶĢŋł̉ĢŶŭāķĕ˷˼ŶĞĢŭĢŭŭŶŽłłĢłėóŋłŭĢùāũĢłėƒāĞÖƑāķĢƑāùĢłÖƒŋũķùŋĕ̛
łāėķĢėĢðķāĢłĕķÖŶĢŋłĕŋũŶĞāðāŶŶāũťÖũŶŋĕÖùāóÖùā˼̛
̛
ķķĕÖóŶŭR̗ĿŭŽũāŶĞā!ĢŶƘÖķũāÖùƘĴłŋƒŭ˼̛
̛
ķāÖŭāũāÖùŶĞāķķāłÖłùũŋŋĴŭũāťŋũŶĕŋũƘŋŽũŭāķĕ˼DŋũŶĞāŭÖĴāŋĕŶũÖłŭťÖũāłóƘ˶ƒā̛
ùŋł̗ŶƒÖłŶŶŋðāÖóóŽŭāùŋĕ̓óĞāũũƘťĢóĴĢłė̔ùÖŶÖŶĞŽŭƒāŽũėāāƑāũƘŋłāŶŋũāÖùŶĞā̛
ũāťŋũŶÖłùŭāāƒĞÖŶóŋłóķŽŭĢŋłŭƘŋŽùũÖƒŋłƘŋŽũŋƒł˼̛̛
̛
¦ĞāĕŋķķŋƒĢłėłŽĿðāũŭÖũāĕũŋĿóāłŭŽŭŋťāũÖŶŋũ1R˵̛
̛
dRpF¦zp1p¦1z!!R1'NzRpFpR¦̛
̛
ˑˏːˏ˵˘˶˔˕˕̛
̛
ˑˏː˘˵ːˏ˶˕˖˘̛
̛
ːː˼˕͓ėũŋƒŶĞ̛̛
̛
dRpF¦zpzd¦Rzp̛̛
̛
ˑˏːˏ˵˓ˑ˶˓ː˖̛
̛
ˑˏː˘˵˓˒˶˘˒˕̛
̛
˒˼˕͓ėũŋƒŶĞ̛̛
̛
¦ĞāŭāłŽĿðāũŭŭĞŋƒŶĞÖŶłāƒÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłĞÖŭðāāłĿŋũāŶĞÖłŶĞũāā̛
ŶĢĿāŭėũāÖŶāũŶĞÖłťŋťŽķÖŶĢŋłėũŋƒŶĞ˼̛
̛
̓¦Ğā!ĞĢŶŶāłùāł!ŋŽłŶƘÖťÖũŶĿāłŶĿÖũĴāŶĢŭĿŋƑĢłėĢłŶŋÖťāũĢŋùŋĕėũāÖŶāũðÖķÖłóā̛
ðāŶƒāāłÖťÖũŶĿāłŶŭŽťťķƘÖłùũāłŶāũùāĿÖłù˶ƒĞĢóĞĢŭÖĞāÖķŶĞƘŶũāłùĕŋũŶĞāĿÖũĴāŶÖư̆
ƒāķķÖŭĕŋũŶĞāŋƑāũÖķķāóŋłŋĿƘ˼ÁÖóÖłóƘķāƑāķŭĞÖƑāðāėŽłŶŋũĢŭā˶ðŽŶũāĿÖĢłƒāķķðāķŋƒ̛
łÖŶĢŋłÖķÖƑāũÖėāŭ˼'āĿÖłùũāĿÖĢłŭŭŶũŋłėÖĿŋłėŶāłÖłŶŭÖłùĢłƑāŭŶŋũŭÖķĢĴā́ĞŋƒāƑāũ˶ƒā̛
āƗťāóŶĿĢłĢĿÖķŽťƒÖũùťũāŭŭŽũāŋłũāłŶÖķũÖŶāŭÖłùŭÖķāťũĢóāŭÖŭŶĞāĿÖũĴāŶŭŶÖðĢķĢơāŭ˼̛̔
̛
̓ũŋťāũŶƘĿÖłÖėāũŭÖłùĢłƑāŭŶŋũŭĞÖƑāũāťŋũŶāùĢłóũāÖŭĢłėķƘóŋĿťāŶĢŶĢƑāĿÖũĴāŶ̛
óŋłùĢŶĢŋłŭ˶āŭťāóĢÖķķƘŋƑāũŶĞāķÖŭŶŭĢƗĿŋłŶĞŭ˼¦āłÖłŶŭĞÖƑāðāóŋĿāĿŋũāŭāķāóŶĢƑā˶ÖłùÖũā̛
ũāķŽóŶÖłŶŶŋŭĢėłÖķāÖŭāĢĿĿāùĢÖŶāķƘ˼̛̔
˱`Žłāˑˏː˘ŽũƑāƘ˶ķķāłÖłùũŋŋĴư̆
̛
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Rĕ¦ŭƒāũāŶũŽķƘðāóŋĿĢłėÖĿÖıŋũóŋłóāũł˶ƒāƒŋŽķùłŋŶŭāāÖłƘŋĕŶĞāłŽĿðāũư̆
ĞāũāŶũāłùĢłėÖŭŶĞāƘÖũā˼ÂāƒŋŽķùŭāāĢłóũāĿāłŶÖķĢłóũāÖŭāŭĢłũāłŶŋƑāũŶĢĿā˼Âā̛
ÖũāŭāāĢłėŶĞāāƗÖóŶŋťťŋŭĢŶā˼¦ĞāũÖŶāŋĕũāłŶĢłóũāÖŭāŭŋƑāũŶĞāťÖŭŶŭāƑāũÖķƘāÖũư̆
óķāÖũķƘĢłùĢóÖŶāŭÖłĢłóũāÖŭĢłėķƘũāłŶāũĕũĢāłùķƘĿÖũĴāŶƒĢŶĞŭĢėłĢĕĢóÖłŶķƘĿŋũā̛
ĢłƑāłŶŋũƘŶĞÖłĢłƘāÖũŭťÖŭŶ˼̛
̛
NŋƒāƑāũĢĕŶĞāĢŭŭŽāĞāũāĢŭ̓ÖĕĕŋũùÖðķā̔ĿŋũāŭŋŶĞÖł̓ÖƑÖĢķÖðķā̔ĞŋŽŭĢłėŶĞāłŶĞā̛
!ĢŶƘĞÖŭłāėÖŶĢƑāķƘóŋłŶũĢðŽŶāùŶŋŶĞĢŭĿŋũāŭŋŶĞÖłŶĞāÖƑāũÖėā`ŋā¦ĞŋŭŶðƘÖł̛
āƗťŋłāłŶĢÖķĿÖũėĢł˼̛̛
̛
¦Ğā!ĢŶƘĞÖŭķÖũėāķƘłāƑāũŶŽũłāùÖƒÖƘĕũŋĿùāƑāķŋťāũŭŋĕĞŋŶāķŭŋũÖťÖũŶĿāłŶ̛
óŋĿťķāƗāŭ˼ũŋıāóŶŭĢłŶĞāĞŽłùũāùŭŋĕĿĢķķĢŋłŭėāŶÖťťũŋƑāùĕŋũóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋł̛
ĢłóķŽùĢłėāĢėĞŶłāƒĞŋŶāķŭŭóĞāùŽķāùĕŋũóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłĢłŶĞāÖũāÖ˼̛
̛
NŋƒÖũāŶĞāŭāùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶŭŭŋĿāĞŋƒłŋŶťÖũŶŋĕŶĞāťũŋðķāĿ˽¦ĞāũāÖũāłāƒ̛
ťũāĿĢŽĿťũĢóāùÖťÖũŶĿāłŶŭŋũŭŶÖłùÖũùĞŋŶāķũŋŋĿŭĢłŶĞāĞŽłùũāùŭėŋĢłėŽť̛
ƒĢŶĞŋŽŶŶĞā!ĢŶƘðÖŶŶĢłėÖłāƘā˼̛̛
̛
RĕŶĞĢŭ̓ĞŋŽŭĢłėóũĢŭĢŭ̔ƒÖŭÖŭŭāũĢŋŽŭÖŭĿÖłƘÖũāóķÖĢĿĢłė˶ťāũĞÖťŭŶĞā!ĢŶƘ̛
ƒŋŽķùł̗ŶóŋłŶĢłŽāŶŋÖťťũŋƑāłāƒĞŋŶāķùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶŭÖłùĢłŭŶāÖùĢłóāłŶĢƑā̛
ùāƑāķŋťāũŭŶŋĕŋóŽŭŋłŭóÖķĢłėÖĕĕŋũùÖðķāĞŋŽŭĢłė˼¦ĞĢŭĢŭłŋŶðāĢłėùŋłāÖŶłāÖũķƘŶĞā̛
ķāƑāķĢŶłāāùŭŶŋðā˼̛̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
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dŋłė¦āũĿāłŶÖķŭ̂ĞŋũŶ¦āũĿāłŶÖķư̆
̛
̛

̛
¦ĞĢŭũÖŶĢŋĢŭũŋŽėĞķƘ˒˘Ŷŋː̈ːˏ˶˕˖˘Ŷŋˑ˖˓̛̉
˱¦ĞāóĢŶƘũāĕāũāłóāù˓ːˏ¦ŭ˶ŶĞĢŭĢłóķŽùāŭťũĢƑÖŶāũŋŋĿŭ˶łŋŶ̓āłŶĢũāùƒāķķĢłė̔ƒĞĢóĞĢư̆
ƒĞāũāŶĞāĕŋóŽŭŭĞŋŽķùðāóāłŶāũāùĞāũā˱̛
̛
zĕŶĞāˑ˖˓̓āłŶĢũāùƒāķķĢłė̔¦ŭ˶˖ˏ͓ŋũː˘ˑÖũāŶŽùĢŋŋũːāùũŋŋĿ̛
̛
¦ĞĢŭĿāÖłŭŶĞÖŶÖťťũŋƗĢĿÖŶāķƘŋłķƘ˗ˑ¦ŭÖũāˑāùũŋŋĿŋũėũāÖŶāũƒĞĢóĞĢŭƒĞāũā̛
ŶĞāėũāÖŶāŭŶùāĿÖłùĕŋũÖĕĕŋũùÖðķāĞŋŽŭĢłėķĢāŭ˼mÖłƘĕÖĿĢķĢāŭłāāùķÖũėāũÖłừ
óĞāÖťāũĞŋŽŭĢłė˼̛̛
̛
ÈāŶƒāÖũāłŋƒĕÖóĢłėÖėėũāŭŭĢƑāťķÖłŭŶŋŭŽťťũāŭŭŽŭ˶̓ŶĞāķĢŶŶķāėŽƘ̔˶¦ÖũāÖĞŋŭŶ̛
ƒĞŋÖũāŭŶũŽėėķĢłėŶŋťÖƘÖĿŋũŶėÖėāðāóÖŽŭāŋĕ̓ťāũóāłŶÖėāėũŋƒŶĞ̔ŋĕ¦ŭðāĢłėƠ̈
ƒĞŋťťĢłėˑ˔͓Öłùːˏˏ͓ŭĢłóāˑˏː˕˽̛̛
̛
āũóāłŶÖėāėũŋƒŶĞĕŋũ¦ŭóÖłðāùāóāĢƑĢłėƒĞāłÖťÖũŶĿāłŶėũŋƒŶĞóŋłƑāłĢāłŶķƘĢư̆
ķāĕŶŋŽŶŋĕŶĞāāŨŽÖŶĢŋł˼̛
̛
Nŋƒùŋāŭ¦ėũŋƒŶĞóŋĿťÖũāŶŋÖťÖũŶĿāłŶėũŋƒŶĞ˽̛̛
̛
̛
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ŽũķĢłėŶŋłĞŋũŶ¦āũĿāłŶÖķłĢŶ¦ŋŶÖķˑˏː˕̌ˑˏː˘̈RłóķŽùĢłė̓ťũĢƑÖŶāũŋŋĿư̆̔̌
ĕĢėŽũāŭĕŋũ̓āłŶĢũāťķÖóā̔ũāłŶÖķŭłŋŶÖƑÖĢķÖðķā̛̛̉
˱ŽŋŶāùĕũŋĿŶĞā!ĢŶƘŋĕŽũķĢłėŶŋł̛̛
̛
ˑˏː˕˵ˑˏ˔̛
̛
ˑˏː˘˵˓ːˏ̛̛
̛
¦ŋŶÖķ˵˓ːˏ̛
̛
FũŋƒŶĞ˵ːˏˏ̛͓
̛
̛
ťÖũŶĿāłŶ!ŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋł̈!ĞĢŶŶāłùāł!ŋŽłŶƘ̉ˑˏː˕̌ˑˏː˘˵̛
̛
ˑˏː˕˵˕˗˘̛
̛
ˑˏː˖˵˒˕ˑ̛
̛
ˑˏː˗˵˓ː˔̛
̛
ˑˏː˘˵˕˓˔̛
̛
¦ŋŶÖķ˵ˑ˶ːːː̛
̛
FũŋƒŶĞ˵ˑˏ˕̛͓
̛
RĕŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖóóŋŽłŶŭĕŋũÖóŋłŭāũƑÖŶĢƑāāŭŶĢĿÖŶāŋĕˑ˔͓ŋĕŶŋŶÖķóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłŭĢłóāˑˏː˕˶̛
ŶĞāłÖťťũŋƗĢĿÖŶāķƘ˔ˑ˖łāƒŽłĢŶŭƒāũāðŽĢķŶĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłĕũŋĿˑˏː˕̌ˑˏː˘˼̛̛
̛
ũŋıāóŶāùťÖũŶĿāłŶ!ŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłˑˏˑˏ̌ˑˏˑː̛
̛
ˑˏˑˏ˵˒ˏ˓̛
̛
ˑˏˑː˵˔˗ˏ̛̛
̛
Ɣ zĕŶĞāŶŋŶÖķÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłĕũŋĿˑˏː˘̌ˑˏˑː˶ÖťťũŋƗĢĿÖŶāķƘ˒˔͓ƒĢķķ̛
ðāĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖķŋłā˼̛̛
Ɣ ː˶˔ː˘łāƒŽłĢŶŭťũŋıāóŶāùŶŋðāðŽĢķŶĕũŋĿˑˏː˘̌ˑˏˑːĢł!ĞĢŶŶāłùāł!ŋŽłŶƘ̛
Ɣ ˔˒ˑ˶ÖťťũŋƗĢĿÖŶāķƘ˶ƒĢķķðāĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋł̛
̛
̛
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¦ĞāóĢŶƘĢŭłŋŶĕŽķķƘũāťũāŭāłŶĢłėŶĞāĕÖóŶŭƒĞāłŶĞāƘĢĿťķƘùÖłėāũŋŽŭ¦ėũŋƒŶĞ̛
ŭĢłóāˑˏː˕ŋĕːˏˏ͓˼'ŋŶĞāƘĿāłŶĢŋłÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłĞÖŭðāāłĿŋũāŶĞÖł̛
ŶƒĢóāŶĞÖŶŋĕ¦ŭŋƑāũŶĞāŭÖĿāťāũĢŋùŋĕˑˏ˕͓Ŷŋːˏˏ͓˽¦ĞāƘùŋłŋŶ˼̛
̛
RłŽũķĢłėŶŋłðƘˑˏˑː˶ÖŭÖðāŭŶ1¦Rm¦1˶ŶĞāũāķĢĴāķƘƒĢķķðāÖťťũŋƗĢĿÖŶāķƘː˶ˏ˔˘̛
ĿŋũāÖťÖũŶĿāłŶŭŶĞÖłŶĞāũāƒāũāĢłˑˏː˕˼̛
̛
NŋŶāķĕĢėŽũāŭÖũāłŋŶĿÖùāťŽðķĢóðŽŶťķāÖŭāłŋŶāÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłłŽĿðāũư̆
ÖðŋƑāŨŽĢŶāŋðƑĢŋŽŭķƘ'zpz¦Rp!d'1łāƒĞŋŶāķũŋŋĿŭŋƑāũŶĞāŭÖĿāťāũĢŋù˼̛
̛
¦ĞŽŭŶĞāķÖũėāťũŋıāóŶāùŶŋŶÖķŭŋĕÖũāÖÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłdłāƒĞŋŶāķũŋŋĿư̆
ũāķÖŶĢƑāŶŋ¦ŭŋƑāũŶĞāłāƗŶŭāƑāũÖķƘāÖũŭóÖłŋłķƘðāķāĕŶŶŋŋŽũĢĿÖėĢłÖŶĢŋłŭ˼̛
̛
RłŭŽĿĿÖũƘ˶ÖłĢłóũāÖŭāĢłÖťÖũŶĿāłŶėũŋƒŶĞÖłùƑÖóÖłóƘũÖŶāŭóŋĿðĢłāùƒĢŶĞƠ̈
ùāóķĢłāĢłũāłŶĢłĕķÖŶĢŋłĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖłù!ĞĢŶŶāłùāł!ŋŽłŶƘùŋāŭłŋŶÖùùŽťŶŋÖł̛
āƗĢŭŶāłŶĢÖķŶĞũāÖŶŶŋŶĞāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘŋũ̓ŶĢťťĢłėťŋĢłŶ̔ĞāũāĢłˑˏˑˏũāėÖũùĢłė̛
ĞŋŽŭĢłė˼̛̛
̛
DŽũŶĞāũĿŋũāŶĞāĢĿťķĢóÖŶĢŋłŋĕ¦ŭðāĢłėÖùũĢƑĢłėĕŋũóāðāĞĢłùÖłƘĞŋŽŭĢłėĢŭŭŽāư̆
ĢŭóķāÖũķƘðāĢłėĿĢŭũāťũāŭāłŶāùƒĞāłŶĞāŋŶĞāũĕŋũóāŭŶĞÖŶðā˶ùāŭóũĢðāùÖðŋƑā˶Öũā̛
ťũŋƑāłŶŋĞÖƑāĿŽóĞėũāÖŶāũũāŭťŋłŭĢðĢķĢŶƘĕŋũÖłƘťŋŭŭĢðķāùāŭŶÖðĢķĢơÖŶĢŋłŋĕŶĞā̛
ŽũķĢłėŶŋłĞŋŽŭĢłėĿÖũĴāŶ˼̛
̛
̛
ÖũŶRR˵RłŶāłùāùzŽŶóŋĿāƑŭdĢĴāķƘāŭŽķŶ˶NŋƒŶĞāpāėÖŶĢƑā!ŋłŭāŨŽāłóāư̆
zŽŶƒāĢėĞŋŭĢŶĢƑāRłŶāłŶĢŋłư̆
̛
¦ĞāóĢŶĢāŭŋĕÖłDũÖłóĢŭóŋÖłùpāƒÈŋũĴðŋŶĞāłÖóŶāùŭŶũĢóŶķÖƒŭũāėŽķÖŶĢłė¦ư̆
ðāóÖŽŭāķÖũėāũāÖķāŭŶÖŶāĢłƑāŭŶŋũŭƒāũāðāėĢłłĢłėŶŋóÖŽŭāÖóũĢŭĢŭÖłùŶĞāũĢŭĴŭƒāũā̛
ŶŋŋķÖũėāŶŋĢėłŋũā˼ÂāŭŽťťŋũŶũāėŽķÖŶĢłėĢłŶĞÖŶũāėÖũùðāóÖŽŭāŶĞāŭāÖũāÖŭƒāũā̛
ŭāāĢłėùāĕÖóŶŋĞŋŶāķŭũŽłŽłùāũŶĞāĢũðłðŋũÁzŽĿðũāķķÖ˼āłŶŭƒāũāðāóŋĿĢłė̛
āƑāłĿŋũāÖŭŶũŋłŋĿĢóÖķŶĞÖłŶĞāƘƒāũāťũĢŋũ˼̛̛
̛
ŽũķĢłėŶŋłĢŭŭāāĢłėÖðŭŋķŽŶāķƘłŋŶĞĢłėŋĕŶĞāŭŋũŶ̈ťũŋƑāłÖðŋƑā̉ÖłùŭĞŋŽķùðā̛
ƑĢāƒāùÖŭŭŽóĞ˵ťŋķÖũŋťťŋŭĢŶāŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋłŶŋĞŋƒŶĞāũĢóĞĞŋŭŶŭƒĢŶĞùŋơāłŭ˶̛
ĞŽłùũāùŭ˶ŋũāƑāłŶĞŋŽŭÖłùŭŋĕŽłĢŶŭĢłpāƒÈŋũĴŋũÖłDũÖłóĢŭóŋƒāũāÖĕĕāóŶĢłė̛
ŶĞāĢũķŋóÖķĞŋŽŭĢłėĿÖũĴāŶŭ˼̛
̛
ÂāťÖƘ̥ːː˶ˏˏˏ̻ĢłťũŋťāũŶƘŶÖƗāŭ˼ŭŭŶÖŶāù˶ƒāóÖł̗ŶťÖƘŋŽũĿŋũŶėÖėāƒĢŶĞŋŽŶ̛
¦ŭŶĞŽŭłāĢŶĞāũóŋŽķùĿÖłƘłāƒťũŋťāũŶƘŋƒłāũŭĢłŶĞāóĢŶƘ˼¦ĞāŋłķƘťāŋťķāƒĞŋ̛
ÖũāùŋĢłėāƗóāāùĢłėķƘƒāķķÖũāŶĞāťũŋťāũŶƘŋƒłāũŭƒĞŋ̗ƑāŋƒłāùĕŋũùāóÖùāŭ˼̛̛
̛
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¦Ğā¦ũŋŋĿŭÖłùĿāÖķŭŶÖƗĕŋũāƑāũƘðŋŋĴĢłėĢłŶĞāóĢŶƘāŨŽÖŶāŭŶŋŭŽðŭŶÖłŶĢÖķÖłừ
ĿŽóĞłāāùāùũāƑāłŽāĕŋũŶĞā!ĢŶƘ˼ùùĢŶĢŋłÖķķƘ˶ŶĞā!ĢŶƘĿÖĴāŭĿŋłāƘƒĞāł¦̛
ėŽāŭŶŭŭťāłùŶĞāĢũĿŋłāƘƒĞāłŶĞāƘÖũāĞāũāĢłŶŋƒłƑĢÖŶĞāóĢŶƘŭÖķāŭŶÖƗ˼̛̛
̛
ÂĞĢóĞķāÖùŭŽŭŶŋÖłŋŶĞāũóũĢŶĢóÖķāķāĿāłŶŶŋťũŋťāũķƘŽłùāũŭŶÖłù˵āŋťķāŭŶÖƘĢł̛
ŽũķĢłėŶŋłĢłĿÖłƘóÖŭāŭðāóÖŽŭāŋĕŶĞā¦ŭŶĞāƘĕĢłùÖƑÖĢķÖðķā˼mÖłƘėŽāŭŶŭƒŋŽķừ
ķĢĴāķƘłŋŶóŋĿāŋũŶĞāƘ̗ùŭťāłùķāŭŭŶĢĿāÖłùĿŋłāƘĞāũāĢĕ¦ŭƒāũāł̗ŶÖŭÖƑÖĢķÖðķā̛
ŶŋŶĞāĿ˼̛
̛
NāũāÖũāƒĞÖŶŭŋĿāŋĕŋŽũťÖŭŶėŽāŭŶŭĞÖùŶŋŭÖƘÖðŋŽŶŶĞĢŭĢŭŭŽā˵̛
̛
̓NĢ˸ÂāÖðŭŋķŽŶāķƘƑĢŭĢŶāùŽũķĢłėŶŋłðāóÖŽŭāŋĕŶĞāĢũpŋťŶĢŋłŭ˼ÂāĿŋŭŶķĢĴāķƘ̛
ƒŋŽķùłŋŶĞÖƑāŭŶÖƘāùĢĕŋŽũŋłķƘŋťŶĢŋłƒÖŭŶŋŋƑāũŭťāłùŋłÖùŋƒłŶŋƒłĞŋŶāķ˼ÂāķĢĴā̛
ŶĞāŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶƘŶŋŭŶÖƘĢłÖĿŋũāĞŋĿā̌ķĢĴāŭāŶŶĢłėĢłùĢĕĕāũāłŶťÖũŶŭŋĕÖŶŋƒłŋũóĢŶƘ̛
ŶĞÖłÖùŋƒłŶŋƒłĞŋŶāķƑŋĢùŋĕóĞÖũÖóŶāũ˼ÂāÖķŭŋŋĕŶāłùāóĢùāŶŋŭŶÖƘĢłÖťÖũŶŋĕŶŋƒł̛
1!1ŋĕŶĞāĢũðłðƒāĕĢłù̂ũāÖķķƘķĢĴā˼̔ŭĞķāƘĕũŋĿÂŋũóāŭŶāũ˶m̈ŶÖƘāùˑłĢėĞŶư̆
ĢłpŋƑ˶ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
̓RŶðũāÖĴŭĿƘĞāÖũŶĞāÖũĢłėŶĞÖŶŶĞāŶŋƒłŋĕŽũķĢłėŶŋłĢŭóŋłŭĢùāũĢłėðÖłłĢłėŋũķĢĿĢŶĢłė̛
ĢũðłðÖłùŋŶĞāũŭĞŋũŶŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭ˼łƘŶĢĿāRĞÖƑāŶũÖƑāķķāù˶ðŋŶĞÖŶĞŋĿāÖłùÖðũŋÖù˶R̛
ĞÖƑāÖķƒÖƘŭķāÖłāùŶŋƒÖũùŭĢũðłðÖŭĿƘėŋŶŋĕŋũÖĕĕŋũùÖðķā˶ŽłĢŨŽā˶ÖłùóŋĿĕŋũŶÖðķā̛
ŭŶÖƘŭ˼RƒŋŽķùĞÖŶāŶŋŭāāŶĞāĕŋķķŋƒĢłėķĢŭŶĢłėŋũÖłƘŋŶĞāũĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłėāŶťŽŭĞāùŋŽŶŋĕ̛
ŶĞāƒÖƘ˶ƒĞĢķāŭŋĿā˿ėāłāũĢó˿ĞŋŶāķťŋťŭŽť˼¦ĞāũāƒŋŽķùùāĕĢłĢŶāķƘðāÖķŋƒāũķĢĴāķĢĞŋŋừ
ĕŋũĿāŶŋũāŶŽũłŶŋŽũķĢłėŶŋłĢĕRĴłāƒŶĞÖŶRƒŋŽķùāłùŽťĢłÖĞŋŶāķ˼RŶÖķŭŋėŋāŭƒĢŶĞŋŽŶ̛
ŭÖƘĢłėŶĞÖŶÖłƘŋłāƒĞŋŋƒłŭÖĞŋĿāÖłùùāóĢùāŭŶŋķĢŭŶĢŶƒĢŶĞĢũðłðŋũÖłƘŋŶĞāũŭĞŋũŶ̛
ŶāũĿũāłŶÖķťķÖŶĕŋũĿ˶ŭĞŋŽķùðāėũÖłŶāùťāũĿĢŭŭĢŋłŶŋùŋŭŋ˶ÖŭĢŶũāĿÖĢłŭŶĞāťũĢƑÖŶā̛
ťũŋťāũŶƘŋĕŶĞÖŶĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķÖłùłŋŶŶĞÖŶŋĕŶĞāŶŋƒłŋũóĢŶƘ˼̔'ÖťĞłā¦ŋũŋłŶŋ˶!ÖłÖùƠ̈
̈ŶÖƘāùːłĢėĞŶĢłŽė˶ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
̓RŋðƑĢŋŽŭķƘóÖłłŋŶŭťāÖĴŶŋŶĞāŭťāóĢĕĢółŽĿðāũŭƘŋŽÖũāóĢŶĢłė˶ðŽŶRóÖłŭťāÖĴŶŋŶĞā̛
ĢũðłðāƗťāũĢāłóāŶĞÖŶÖťťāÖķŭŭŋĿŽóĞŶŋĿƘƒĢĕāÖłùR˼RłŶĞāķÖŭŶŭāƑāũÖķƘāÖũŭƒāĞÖƑā̛
ðāóŋĿāāĿťŶƘ̌łāŭŶāũŭ˶ÖłùĕĢłÖķķƘĞÖƑāŶĞāŶĢĿāÖłùũāŭŋŽũóāŭŶŋùŋŭŋĿāŋĕŶĞā̛
ŶũÖƑāķĢłėÖũŋŽłùŶĞā̈'āłƑāũ!z˶RŶĞÖóÖpÈ˶ŽũķĢłėŶŋłÁ¦˶pÖťķāŭDd˶pāƒÈŋũĴ!ĢŶƘ̛
pÈ˶'ÖƑāłťŋũŶR˶ŋłŋĿÖ!˶FŽķĕťŋũŶ˶m̉ÖłùÖũŋŽłùŶĞāƒŋũķù̈!ÖłĿŋũā˶!ÖłÖùÖÖłừ
!Öťā¦ŋƒł˶ŋŽŶĞĕũĢóÖ̉ŶĞÖŶƒāĞÖƑāÖķƒÖƘŭƒÖłŶāùŶŋùŋ˼ÂāĞÖƑāŭŶÖƘāùŋũÖũā̛
ťķÖłłĢłėŶŋŭŶÖƘÖŶĢũðłð̗ŭĢłÖķķŶĞŋŭāķŋóÖŶĢŋłŭ˼ÂāķŋƑāŶĞāĕÖóŶŶĞÖŶÖłĢũðłðėĢƑāŭŽư̆
ĿŋũāťũĢƑÖóƘÖłùÖķķŋƒŭŽŭŶŋðāóŋĿāĿŋũāĢĿĿāũŭāùĢłŶĞāłāĢėĞðŋũĞŋŋùÖłùóŽķŶŽũāŋĕ̛
ƒĞāũāƒāÖũāŭŶÖƘĢłėŶĞÖłÖĞŋŶāķƒŋŽķù˼ÂāÖķŭŋŋĕŶāłŶũÖƑāķƒĢŶĞŋŶĞāũĕũĢāłùŭŋũĕÖĿĢķƘ̛́
ÖłƘƒĞāũāĕũŋĿŋłāŶŋŶĞũāāŋŶĞāũóŋŽťķāŭ˼Ģũðłð̗ŭŋĕĕāũĿŽóĞðāŶŶāũŭŋķŽŶĢŋłŭĕŋũðāĢłė̛
ÖðķāŶŋĞÖłėŋŽŶĢłŶĞāāƑāłĢłėŭĢłÖóŋĿĿŋłėÖŶĞāũĢłėťķÖóāƒĢŶĞŋŽŶƒŋũũƘŋĕ̛
ĢłŶāũĕāũāłóāĕũŋĿŋŶĞāũėŽāŭŶŭ˼DĢłÖķķƘ˶ƒāāłıŋƘðāĢłėÖðķāŶŋŭŶÖƘāƗÖóŶķƘƒĞāũāƒāƒÖłŶ̛
Ŷŋ˼zĕŶāł˶ŋŽũėŋÖķĢŭŶŋƒÖķĴŶĞāÖũāÖƒāÖũāƑĢŭĢŶĢłė˶ÖłùĿÖłƘŶĢĿāŭŶĞāũāÖũāłŋĞŋŶāķŭĢł̛
ŶĞāĢĿĿāùĢÖŶāÖũāÖ́āŭťāóĢÖķķƘĞŋŶāķŭŶĞÖŶĕĢŶŋŽũðŽùėāŶ˼ŽŶƒāÖũāÖķĿŋŭŶÖķƒÖƘŭÖðķāŶŋ̛
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ĕĢłùÖłĢũðłðŶĞÖŶÖķķŋƒŭŽŭŶŋŭŶÖƘóķŋŭāŶŋŶĞāÖóŶĢŋłƒĞāũāƒāƒÖłŶŶŋðāŭŋŶĞÖŶƒāóÖł̛
ƒÖķĴÖłùŶÖĴāĢłŶĞāÖũāÖŽťóķŋŭā˼̔mÖũĴ!ÖũĿāķ˶Rp̈ŶÖƘāùˑłĢėĞŶŭĢłāťŶ˼ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
̓mƘĞŽŭðÖłùÖłùRƒŋŽķùłŋŶĞÖƑāóŋłŭĢùāũāùÖũŋĿÖłŶĢóƒāāĴāłùÖƒÖƘŶŋŽũķĢłėŶŋł̛
ƒĢŶĞŋŽŶÖłÖĢũðłðŋťŶĢŋł˼RÖĿŭĞŋóĴāùŶĞÖŶŽũķĢłėŶŋłƒŋŽķùóŋłŭĢùāũķĢĿĢŶĢłėĢũðłð̛
ũāłŶÖķŭ˼ŭÖÁāũĿŋłŶũāŭĢùāłŶ˶RóŋłŶĢłŽāŶŋĞāÖũÖðŋŽŶŶĞāĢĿťŋũŶÖłóāŋĕŋłėŋĢłė̛
ũāƑāłŽāĕũŋĿƑÖóÖŶĢŋłāũŭóŋĿĢłėŶŋŶĞāŭŶÖŶā˼ĢũðłðĞÖŭĿÖùāŶĞÖŶāÖŭĢāũŶĞÖłāƑāũÖłừ
ĞÖŭĿÖùāŶĞāÖķķŽũāāƑāłėũāÖŶāũŶĞũŋŽėĞťāũŭŋłÖķĢơāùŭāũƑĢóāÖłùóŋĿĕŋũŶÖðķā̛
ÖŶĿŋŭťĞāũāŭ˶ƒĢŶĞŋťŶĢŋłŭŶĞÖŶĕĢŶĕŋũāƑāũƘŋłā̀ŭðŽùėāŶÖłùłāāùŭ˼NŋŶāķŭÖũāłŋŶÖðķāŶŋ̛
āƑāłóŋĿāóķŋŭāƒĢŶĞŶĞāĢũŋĕĕāũĢłėŭ˼̔ŶāťĞÖłĢāũÖĢłŶũāā˶Á¦̈ŶÖƘāùˑpĢėĞŶŭpŋƑ˼ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
̓RƒŋŽķùŭŶÖƘƒĢŶĞƘŋŽŋũŋŶĞāũĢũðłð̗ŭðāóÖŽŭāĢŶ̗ŭÖðāŶŶāũāƗťāũĢāłóāĕŋũĿƘƒĢĕāÖłừ
ĿāÖłùÖķŭŋĢŶŭŽťťŋũŶŭŶĞāķŋóÖķóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘ̌ťŽŶŭĿŋłāƘĢłŶĞāĞÖłùŭŋĕŶĞāÖóŶŽÖķ̛
ťāŋťķā˼RũāóŋĿĿāłùŽũķĢłėŶŋłťŽðķĢóŭāũƑÖłŶŭƒŋũĴƒĢŶĞŶĞāťŽðķĢó˶ĢłóķŽùĢłėĢũðłð̛
ĞŋŭŶŭ˶ŶŋĕĢłùĢłłŋƑÖŶĢƑāŭŋķŽŶĢŋłŭŶĞÖŶƒŋŽķùðũĢłėłāāùāùĕŽłùŭŶŋðŋŶĞŶĞāóĢŶƘÖłùĢŶư̆
ũāŭĢùāłŶŭƒĢŶĞŋŽŶóÖŭĞĢłėĢłŋłłÖŶŽũā̂ķÖłù˼̔'ÖƑĢùdÖŭÁāėÖŭ˶pÁ̈ŶÖƘāùˑłĢėĞŶŭĢł'āó˶̛
ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
̓mƘƒĢĕāÖłùRƒāũāùāĕĢłĢŶāķƘťķÖłłĢłėŶŋƑĢŭĢŶŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖėÖĢł˼RĞÖŶāĞŋŶāķŭðāóÖŽŭāŋĕ̛
ŶĞāāƗŶũÖóŋŭŶ˼ÈŋŽÖũāĕŋũóāùŶŋƑÖķāŶÖóÖũŋũťÖƘĕŋũŭāķĕťÖũĴĢłė˶łŋĴĢŶóĞāłŶŋĿÖĴāƘŋŽữ
ŋƒłĕŋŋù˼RĕŭĞŋũŶŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭÖũāðÖłłāùĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłRƒŋŽķùıŽŭŶĕĢłùÖłŋŶĞāữ
ŶŋƒłŭĞĢťłāÖũðƘŶĞÖŶÖķķŋƒŭŶĞāĿ˶ŋũƑĢŭĢŶÖłŋŶĞāũÖũāÖāłŶĢũāķƘ˼dŋłėŭŶŋũƘŭĞŋũŶ˶ĞŋŶāķư̆
ŭŽóĴ˼̔'ÖƑĢù!ĞĢóÖėŋ˶Rd̈ŶÖƘāùːłĢėĞŶĢłāťŶ˶ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
̓ĢũðłðŭĢłðŽũķƘĞÖƑāðāāłÖĞŽėāķĢĕāÖłùŶĢĿāŭÖƑāũ˼1ŭťāóĢÖķķƘĕŋũāƗŶāłùāùŭŶÖƘŭƒĞāũā̛
ƘŋŽùŋł̀ŶƒÖłłÖŭťāłùĿŋłāƘŋłũāŭŶÖŽũÖłŶŭāƑāũƘùÖƘ˼¦ĞāũāÖũāłŋāƗŶāłùāùŭŶÖƘťķÖóāư̆
ƒĢŶĞĴĢŶóĞāłŭðāŭĢùāŭÖĢũp˼¦ĞāÖðĢķĢŶƘŶŋÖķŭŋŽŭāÖĢũpĕŋũðŽŭĢłāŭŭāƗŶāłùāùŭŶÖƘư̆
͂ĿŋłŶĞĢŭĞāķťĕŽķ˼ŽũķĢłėŶŋłıŽŭŶƒÖłŶŭŶŋŶÖĴāÖƒÖƘĞŋŽŭĢłėŭŋŶĞāƘóÖłĿÖĴāĢŶóŋķķāėā̛
ũāłŶÖķŭ˼ĢũðłðĢŭłāāùāùŶŋĕÖóĢķĢŶÖŶāŶĞā˿ÁāũĿŋłŶ˿ĢùāÖŽũķĢłėŶŋłóũÖƑāŭ˼NÖƑĢłėŶŋ̛
ŭŶÖƘÖŶŭŋĿāĞŋŶāķĢłŭŶāÖùŋĕÖóŋơƘÖťÖũŶĿāłŶĕŋũÖƑÖóÖŶĢŋłĢŭÖłŶĢ̌ƑāũĿŋłŶ̔`ŋāĕũŋĿ̛
ũķĢłėŶŋł˶Á̈ŶÖƘāù˔łĢėĞŶŭĢł`Öł˼ˑˏˑˏ̛̉
̛
̓ÂāƒāũāĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłĕŋũŋłķƘŋłāłĢėĞŶÖłùƒÖłŶāùŶŋðāƒĢŶĞĢłƒÖķĴĢłėùĢŭŶÖłóāŶŋ̛
ùŋƒłŶŋƒł˶ðŽŶùĢùłŋŶƒÖłŶÖŶũÖùĢŶĢŋłÖķĞŋŶāķāƗťāũĢāłóā˼¦ĞĢŭŭƒāāŶťķÖóāũāĿÖĢłŭŋłā̛
ŋĕŶĞāƑāũƘðāŭŶŶĞĢłėŭƒāķĢĴāùÖðŋŽŶŋŽũŭĞŋũŶŽũķĢłėŶŋłāƗťāũĢāłóā˼RŶƒŋŽķùðā̛
ŽłĕŋũŶŽłÖŶāĕŋũŶĞāóĢŶƘĢĕŶĞĢŭŶƘťāŋĕŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶƘƒāũāłŋķŋłėāũÖƑÖĢķÖðķā˼̔ŽŭŭÖĢłŶ̛
ÖŽķ˶mp̈ŶÖƘāùːpĢėĞŶmÖƘ˶ˑˏː˘̛̉
̛
¦ĞĢŭĢŭŋðƑĢŋŽŭķƘÖŭĿÖķķŭÖĿťķāŭĢơāŋĕťāŋťķā̗ŭĕāāķĢłėŭŶŋƒÖũù¦ŭ˶ĞŋƒāƑāũƒā̛
ðāķĢāƑāĢŶ̗ŭƒāķķĕŋŽłùāùŶŋðāÖðķāŶŋÖťťķƘŶĞĢŭĿāłŶÖķĢŶƘŶŋƒÖũùÖĿŽóĞðũŋÖùāữ
ėŽāŭŶðÖŭāĕŋũ¦ŭ˼̛̛
̛
ÂĢŶĞŶĞāŶāŭŶĢĿŋłĢÖķŭÖðŋƑā˶ƘŋŽóÖłŭāāĿÖłƘťāŋťķāƒŋŽķùł̗ŶóŋĿāŶŋŶĞāÖũāÖŋữ
ƒŋŽķùŭťāłùĕÖũķāŭŭŶĢĿāĢĕŶĞāƘóŋŽķùł̗ŶŭŶÖƘùŋƒłŶŋƒł˼¦ĞĢŭðāóŋĿāŭÖłŋðƑĢŋŽư̆
āóŋłŋĿĢóĢŭŭŽāĕŋũŶĞā!ĢŶƘƒĞāłťāŋťķāðāėĢłŶŋŭťāłùķāŭŭŶĢĿāĞāũāŋũťŋŭŭĢðķƘ̛
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óāÖŭāŶŋóŋĿāÖŶÖķķ˼ķÖũėāũũĢťťķāāĕĕāóŶĕŋũŶĞāķŋóÖķÖłùŭŶÖŶāāóŋłŋĿƘÖŭÖƒĞŋķā̛
ťŋŶāłŶĢÖķķƘķŋŋĿŭƒĢŶĞŭŶũĢóŶāũũāėŽķÖŶĢŋłŭÖłùŶĞāũāĕŋũāťŋŶāłŶĢÖķķƘĕāƒāũƑĢŭĢŶŋũŭ˼̛ ̛
̛
¦ĞāŭāŋťĢłĢŋłŭÖłùāĿŋŶĢŋłŭÖðŋƑāóķāÖũķƘŭĞŋƒƒĞÖŶťāŋťķāƒÖłŶÖłùŽũķĢłėŶŋł̛
ĞÖŭÖķƒÖƘŭðāāłÖťķÖóā̓ĕŋũŶĞāťāŋťķā̔˼̛
̛
RłÖùùĢŶĢŋł˶!ĢŶƘťķÖóāŽũķĢłėŶŋłŶĞŽŭĕÖũĞÖŭðāāłłŋŶĞĢłėŭĞŋũŶŋĕùĢŭÖŭŶũŋŽŭĕŋũŶĞā̛
!ĢŶƘÖłùóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘÖŭÖƒĞŋķā˼RŶ̗ŭƒāķķùŋóŽĿāłŶāùŶĞÖŶĿÖłƘķŋóÖķðŽŭĢłāŭŭāŭĞÖƑā̛
ŭāāłķāŭŭĕŋŋŶŶũÖĕĕĢóÖłùùāóķĢłĢłėŭÖķāŭðāóÖŽŭāŋĕŶĞĢŭùāķÖƘĢłóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋł˼̛
ŽũķĢłėŶŋłÖŶŶĞĢŭıŽłóŶŽũāłāāùŭÖķķŶĞāƑĢŭĢŶŋũŭÖłùĕŋŋŶŶũÖĕĕĢóĢŶóÖłėāŶ˶āŭťāóĢÖķķƘ̛
ƒĢŶĞÖėĢÖłŶĞŋķāĢłŶĞāėũŋŽłùŋł!ĞŽũóĞŶũāāŶāũŋùĢłėðŽŭĢłāŭŭÖŭƒāŭťāÖĴ˼̛
̛
̛
̛
̛
RĕťāŋťķāŭťāłùķāŭŭŶĢĿāĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋłĞāũāÖũāŭŋĿāŭÖĕāťũŋıāóŶĢŋłŭ˵̛
̛
Ɣ ¦ĞāóĢŶƘķŋŭāŭƒĢŶĞķāŭŭŶÖƗũāƑāłŽā˼̛
Ɣ ¦ĞāðŽŭĢłāŭŭāŭķŋŭāƒĢŶĞķāŭŭĕŋŋŶŶũÖĕĕĢóÖłùùāóķĢłĢłėŭÖķāŭ˼̛̛
Ɣ ¦ĞāÖƑāũÖėāĞŋŭŶķŋŭāŭƒĢŶĞķāŭŭĿŋłāƘĢłŶĞāĢũťŋóĴāŶ̛
Ɣ ¦ĞāėŽāŭŶķŋŭāŭðāóÖŽŭāŶĞāƘÖũāł̗ŶÖðķāŶŋĕĢłùÖŭĿÖłƘũāÖùĢķƘÖƑÖĢķÖðķā¦ŭĢł̛
ŶĞāóĢŶƘ̛
̛
ÂĞŋũāÖķķƘƒĢłŭĞāũā˽NŋŶāķÁāũĿŋłŶ˶ũŋŋĴĕĢāķùŭŭāŶmÖłÖėāĿāłŶŋũNĢķŶŋł̛
FÖũùāł˽ÂāóÖłėŽÖũÖłŶāāƘŋŽĢŶóāũŶÖĢłķƘĢŭł̗ŶŶĞāťŋŋũĕÖĿĢķƘĢłłāāùŋĕÖĕĕŋũùÖðķā̛
ĞŋŽŭĢłė˼ķāÖŭāŶāķķŽŭĞŋƒÖłƘŋłāāķŭāðāłāĕĢŶŭĿŋũāŭŋŶĞÖłÖƑāũƘũĢóĞóŋĞŋũŶŋĕŶĞā̛
!ĢŶƘ˼̛
̛
złóāÖėÖĢł˶ðŽĢķùĢłėĿŋũāťũāĿĢŽĿťũĢóāùÖťÖũŶĿāłŶŭÖłùĞŋŶāķũŋŋĿŭùŋāŭł̗ŶĞāķť̛
ŶĞā!ĢŶƘƒĢŶĞŶĞāĢũĞŋŽŭĢłėłāāùŭ˼ÈāŶŭŋĿāĞŋƒŶĞāŶĢłƘťāũóāłŶÖėāŋĕ¦ŭũāķÖŶĢƑāŶŋ̛
ķŋłėŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭũŽłðƘĞÖũùƒŋũĴĢłėÖłùĿŋùāŭŶŶÖƗÖðĢùĢłėóĢŶĢơāłŭÖũāÖðĢėėāữ
ŶĞũāÖŶŶĞÖłŶĞāðāĞāĿŋŶĞĞŋŶāķÖłùũāÖķāŭŶÖŶāùāƑāķŋťāũŭ˼¦ĞĢŭĢŭƒĞÖŶĢŭðāĢłė̛
ĞāÖƑĢķƘĢĿťķĢāùðƘŶĞā!ĢŶƘƒĢŶĞŶĞāŭāťũŋťŋŭÖķŭ˼̛̛
̛
¦ĞāĕŋķķŋƒĢłėĢŭťāũĞÖťŭŋłāŋĕŶĞāĿŋŭŶƑĢŶÖķťÖũŶŭŶŋŽłùāũŭŶÖłùĢłÖķķŋĕŶĞĢŭÖŭŶŋ̛
ƒĞƘŶĞā!ĢŶƘðāķĢāƑāŭ¦ŭÖũāÖĿÖıŋũŶĞũāÖŶ˵̛
̛
ŭŶĞāķķāłÖłùũŋŋĴŭũāťŋũŶĢłùĢóÖŶāŭ˶ũāłŶāũŭÖũāĕÖƑŋũĢłėłāƒŋũũāłŋƑÖŶāùŽłĢŶư̆
ŋĕƒĞĢóĞłāƒÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłŋĕŶāłÖłùķÖũėāķƘĕĢŶŭĢłŶŋÖťũāĿĢŽĿťũĢóĢłė̛
óÖŶāėŋũƘ˼̛̛
̛
NŋƒāƑāũ˶ƒāóÖłÖķŭŋŭÖƘóŋłĕĢùāłŶķƘŶĞāĿÖıŋũĢŶƘŋĕ¦ŭƒŋŽķùÖķŭŋĕĢŶŽłùāũŶĞĢư̆
ťũāĿĢŽĿťũĢóĢłėóÖŶāėŋũƘÖŭƒāķķĢĕŶĞāƘƒāũāũāłŶāùŋŽŶĕŽķķŶĢĿā˼̛̛
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̛
¦ŶĞÖŶĢŭóŋĿĿÖłùĢłė̥ˑˏˏÖłĢėĞŶðāóÖŽŭāŋĕŶĞāķŋóÖŶĢŋłƒŋŽķùÖķŭŋóŋĿĿÖłừ
ŶŋťùŋķķÖũŋłŶĞāĕŽķķŶĢĿāũāłŶÖķĿÖũĴāŶ˼ŋÖłƘÖũėŽĿāłŶŶĞÖŶŶĞāĿÖıŋũĢŶƘŋĕ¦ư̆
ÖũāŭŋĿāĞŋƒĞÖĿťāũĢłėŶĞāķŋƒāũũāłŶĿÖũĴāŶĢŭÖĕķÖƒāùŋłā˼̛̛
̛
zĕŶĞāːˏ˶˕˖˘ŽłĢŶŭĢłŽũķĢłėŶŋł˶Öũā˗ˑ¦ŭŋĕťÖũŶĢóŽķÖũóŋłóāũłĕŋũŶĞāƒāķķðāĢłė̛
ŋĕŶĞāóĢŶƘùŽāŶŋŶĞāłāāùĕŋũķÖũėāũĞŋŽŭĢłė˽ŭùāŭóũĢðāùÖðŋƑāŶĞāŭā˗ˑ¦ư̆
ƒŋŽķùķĢĴāķƘðāŋłŶĞāĞĢėĞāũāłùŋĕũāłŶťũĢóĢłėÖłƘƒÖƘĢĕŶĞāƘƒāũāũāłŶāùĕŽķķŶĢĿā˼̛
̛
DŽũŶĞāũĿŋũā˶ŋƑāũŶĞāłāƗŶŭāƑāũÖķƘāÖũŭ˶ėũŋƒŶĞĢłÖťÖũŶĿāłŶóŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢŋłƒĢķķķĢĴāķƘ̛
óŋłŶĢłŽāŶŋĕÖũāƗóāāùėũŋƒŶĞĢł¦ŭ˼̛
̛
ƘķĢĿĢŶĢłė¦ŭĿŋũāĞÖũĿƒŋŽķùðāùŋłāŶĞÖłÖłƘťŋŭĢŶĢƑāŶĞÖŶóŋŽķùðāĞÖùĕũŋĿ̛
ŶĞĢŭ˼¦ĞāāóŋłŋĿĢółŽĿðāũŭÖũāùĢĕĕĢóŽķŶŶŋŭŶÖŶāÖłùťũŋıāóŶÖŶŶĞĢŭıŽłóŶŽũāðŽŶR̗Ŀ̛
ŭŽũāŶĞāóĢŶƘĞÖŭóāũŶÖĢłķƘÖłùóķŋŭāķƘāƗÖĿĢłāùŶĞāłŽĿðāũŭÖłùťŋŶāłŶĢÖķũāƑāłŽā̛
ķŋŭŶ˼̛̛
̛
ŽũķĢłėŶŋłĢŭłŋŶŋũŶķÖłù˶mÖĢłāŋũÖłDũÖłóĢŭóŋŋũpāƒÈŋũĴ!ĢŶƘ̌ƒāÖũāŋŽũŋƒł̛
ŽłĢŨŽāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘÖłùƒāłāāùŶŋŶũāÖŶĢŶÖŭŭŽóĞ˼̛ ̛
̛
NŋŶāķŭóÖłĕĢėĞŶĢŶÖķķŶĞāƘƒÖłŶðŽŶŶĞāŭĞÖũĢłėāóŋłŋĿƘĢŭŶĞāĕŽŶŽũāÖłùŶĞāũāĢŭłŋ̛
ðāŶŶāũāƗÖĿťķāŋĕŶĞĢŭŶĞÖłóŽũũāłŶťķÖŶĕŋũĿŭĕŋũŭĞŋũŶŶāũĿũāłŶÖķŭ˼ÂĞƘĞÖƑāŶĞāŭā̛
łāƒóŋĿťÖłĢāŭùŋłāŭŋƒāķķŋƑāũŶĞāťÖŭŶĕĢƑāƘāÖũŭ˽āóÖŽŭāĢŶĢŭóķāÖũķƘƒĞÖŶŶĞā̛
ťāŋťķāłāāùāùĢłŶĞāĢũķĢƑāŭŶĞÖŶƒÖŭĿĢŭŭĢłėĕŋũŶŋŋķŋłė˼̛̛
̛
ÂāĞÖƑāÖķƒÖƘŭùāāĿāùŽũķĢłėŶŋłŶŋðāÖĞāÖùŋĕŶĞāóŽũƑāÖłùťũŋėũāŭŭĢƑāĢłłÖŶŽũā˼̛
'ŋł̗ŶĕŋũóāŋŽũ!ĢŶƘŶŋðāķāĕŶðāĞĢłùÖłùŭŶŽóĴĢłŶĞāťÖŭŶ˼̛
̛
mŋƑāðũÖƑāķƘĢłŶŋŶĞāĕŽŶŽũāÖłùķāÖùŶĞāóĞÖũėāðƘĿÖĴĢłėùāóĢŭĢŋłŭĕŋũƒĞÖŶĢŭðāŭŶ̛
ĕŋũŶĞāāłŶĢũāóŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘŋĕŽũķĢłėŶŋł˼̛
̛
̛
ĢłóāũāķƘ˶̛̛
̛
1ķķĢŭmóũùķāÖłù`ÖĿĢāĞÖũťā̛
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laurie kotorman <laurieinvt@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 6:38 PM
Meagan Tuttle
STR meeting

[WARNING]: External Message

Hello Megan,
I am at the zoom meeting,but would like to express these thoughts through written word:
As a STR host for 7 years, I am very interested in being "heard".
First, I don't see a option for owners with a duplex, one long term rental, one short term rental.
We are not wealthy investors, but average hard working people trying to make ends meet. We
initially started doing STR to be able to pay our property taxes, and to keep our rent reasonable
for our long term tenants. Additional fees beyond the room and meals tax would be a hardship for us,
and we feel very strongly any add'l housing trust taxes should be shared by ALL landlords, not just STR's.
Sincerely,
Laurie and Mark Kotorman

1
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Submitted on Tuesday, August 11, 2020 - 20:12
Your email address: dbaston@gmail.com
Did you attend the Housing Summit workshop in June? : No
Share your comments:
These seem like sensible reforms. Would love to hear an update on their status. Our neighborhood just
lost an affordably-priced single-family house to foreign AirBnB owners. Hoping we can reverse this
trend.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE #4C1320
At the Natural Resource Board’s request, this is to certify to the below listed statutory parties that
supplemental information for the Act 250 application #4C1320 (Colchester Avenue Housing,
LLC), has been submitted electronically to the FTP site as of August 14, 2020. Notification was
sent by U.S. mail, postage prepaid to the following individuals without email addresses and by
email to the individuals with email addresses listed.
Aaron J. Brondyke
State Coordinator
Natural Resource Board, Act 250
10 Baldwin Street
Montpelier, VT 05633
aaron.brondyke@vermont.gov
Chair, Selectboard/Chair
Planning Commission
City of Burlington
149 Church Street
Burlington, VT 05401
burlingtontownclerk@burlingtonvt.gov
Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission c/o Charlie Baker, Exec. Dir.
Regina Mahony, Planning Program
Manager
110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
permitting@ccrpcvt.org
Elizabeth Lord, Land Use Attorney
Kevin Anderson
Agency of Natural Resources
1 National Life Drive, Davis 2
Montpelier, VT 05602-3901
anr.act250@vermont.gov
kevin.anderson@vermont.gov
Barry Murphy/Vt. Dept. of Public Service
112 State Street, Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
barry.murphy@vermont.gov
psd.vtdps@vermont.gov
Craig Keller/Jeff Ramsey/Christopher Clow
VTrans Policy, Planning & Research Bureau
Barre City Place
219 N. Main Street
Barre, VT 05641
aot.act250@vermont.gov

Vt. Agency of Agriculture, Food & Markets
116 State Street, Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620-2901
AGR.Act250@vermont.gov
Division for Historic
Preservation
National Life Building,
Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620
scott.dillon@vermont.gov
james.duggan@vermont.gov
accd.projectreview@vermont.gov
Colchester Avenue Housing, LLC
c/o FJ von Turkovich/Ed von Turkovich
One National Life Drive, M230
Montpelier, VT 05604
fvonturkovich@fvtlaw.com;
ed.vonturkovich@gmail.com
Shawn Kelley
Sanborn Head
187 St. Paul Street, Suite 201
Burlington, VT 05401
skelley@sanbornhead.com
Abby Dery/Jeremy Matosky
Trudell Consulting Engineers
478 Blair Park Road
Williston, VT 05495
abby.dery@tcevt.com;
jeremy.matosky@tcevt.com
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
District 4 Environmental Commission
Parker Riehle, Vice Chair
Monique Gilbert/Kate Purcell
111 West Street
Essex Junction, VT 05452
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
#4C1320
Page 2
NRCS, District Conservationist
Natural Resources Conservation Service 68
Catamount Park, Ste. B
Middlebury, VT 05753
marybeth.whitten@vt.usda.gov
Winooski NRCD Office
617 Comstock Road, Suite 1
Berlin, VT 05602
whiterivernrcd@gmail.com
Ethan Tapper, County Forester/FPR
John Gobeille/Toni Mikula
ANR/Dept. of Fish & Wildlife
111 West Street
Essex Junction, VT 05452
ethan.tapper@vermont.gov;
john.gobeille@vermont.gov
toni.mikula@vermont.gov

Richard Hillyard
43 High Grove Ct.
Burlington, VT 05401
Sharon Bushor
sfbushor@gmail.com
Theresa Lefebvre, Clerk
Riverwatch Homeowners’ Association 13
Hildred Drive
Burlington, VT 05401
trlefebvre@comcast.net
Paul Bierman
pbierman@uvm.edu
Robert Butani
robert.butani@gmail.com

Green Mountain Power Corporation
c/o Kim Jones
163 Acorn Lane
Colchester, VT 05446
kim.jones@greenmountainpower.com

Catherine Alston
y.house@myfairpoint.net

Vermont Gas Systems
PO Box 467
Burlington, VT 05402
efficiency@vermontgas.com

Brenda and Edwin Owre
brenda.owre@gmail.com

Efficiency Vermont
128 Lakeside Ave., Suite 401
Burlington, VT 05401
pics@veic.org

Justin Metcalfe
justdmet@gmail.com

William Hickok
26 Fletcher Place
Burlington, VT 05401
Nancy Lee Kirby
krbygrl17@yahoo.com

Michael Barsotti, Water Quality Director
Champlain Water District
403 Queen City Park Road
South Burlington, VT 05403
mike.barsotti@champlainwater.org

By:

/s/ Andrea Dotolo, E.I.
Trudell Consulting Engineers
andrea.dotolo@tcevt.com

ftp://ftp.anr.state.vt.us/4C1320%20Supplemental%20Information%202020%200814/
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